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ABSTRACT

The many changes taking place in the economy of Hawaii as well as

in the industry itself lead to a questioning of the future of the

industry in Hawaii. The major objective of the study was to evaluate

the competitive position of the Hawaii egg industry with respect to

California. A survey of 14 egg ranches on Oahu was conducted from which

the cost of producing eggs in Honolulu county was determined. The

information gathered provided the basis for studying production factors

affecting the competitive position of the Hawaii industry. Four

production factors were investigated in depth~ feed cost, flock

replacement cost, labor cost, and the effect of increased flock size.

Some of the facts uncovered by the study were: Feed and flock

replacement costs are higher in Hawaii. Most of the differences in

cost were due to transportation. Labor cost in Honolulu was

significantly higher than the three California counties used for

comparison. However, since local producers received higher prices for

eggs and poultry meat, net farm income per layer was higher in Hawaii.

Increased flock size could reduce production cost per layer, while the
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attrition of ranches with small flocks could add to the industry's

competitive strength.

Marketing factors affecting the competitive position of the egg

industry were categorized under two groups~ the length and complexity

of the marketing channel, and the competitive marketing actions of

producers. It was found that transfer cost, which raises the price of

production inputs, also raises the price of mainland eggs in Hawaii.

The longer, more complex marketing channel of mainland eggs further

increases the price of imported eggs. However, in spite of the higher

marketing costs, mainland eggs can be sold at lower prices because of

the lower cost of production.

Current freight rates prohibit the importation of table eggs by

air. While it may be physically possible to fly eggs in the cargo

holds of the jumbo jets, it is doubtful that untreated shell eggs will

be flown to Hawaii.

The principal conclusion drawn from the available data is that

competitive action by ranchers, advertising laws in Hawaii, and

consumers' preferences for local eggs are factors which combine to

maintain current competitive strength. Hawaii poultry ranchers will be

able to maintain the 95 percent of the fresh egg market in Hawaii.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Important changes which have occurred and which will occur in the

Hawaii egg industry threaten the competitive position of local ranchers.

Local producers are now faced with rising cost of production. Mcst of

the production cost problems they must contend with are typical of those

for all agricultural activity in the state. However, their problem is

increased because almost all of the feed for the production of eggs, as

well as the majority of chicks for flock replacements and most

equipment, is imported from the Mainland. In addition, costs of land

and labor are relatively high. Since production cost is higher than on

the Mainland, local producers must receive a higher price for their

eggs. They have received higher prices in the past, but there is no

reason to expect this situation to continue indefinitely. A survey of

Hawaii's consumers has shown that those with a higher education are

price conscious and do change their buying habits with price changes. 1

An important change occurred when Matson Navigation Company began

the use of containers. Although the effects of containerization on

eggs have not been studied to any great depth and no explicit

information is available, there have been several major results. First

is the effect on the quality of the eggs now being shipped to Hawaii

from the Mainland. The fact that handling of the eggs is kept to a

Ip. K. Lim, The Characteristics of Consumer Demand for Shell Eggs
in Honolulu and Kailua. Oahu, Hawaii, Unpublished Master of Science
Thesis, University of Hawaii, January 1965.
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minimum, coupled with the fact that they are kept at constant

temperature, has probably reduced losses due to breakage and maintained

a higher quality of eggs. A second important effect stems from the

first. Reduction in losses in quality and breakage at the same freight

rates mean reduced transportation and storage costs.

Finally, jumbo jets may open the door to fresh mainland eggs.

Currently, all eggs imported from California are shell-treated because

it takes about two weeks before they reach Hawaii consumers. A Hawaii

egg law prohibits shell-treated eggs from being sold without being so

labeled. Currently, therefore, only local eggs can be marketed without

shell treatment. With jumbo jets, California eggs may be flown to

Hawaii in about five hours. Shell treatment of imported eggs may no

longer be necessary, posing greater competition to local eggs.

With such changes taking place in the industry it is likely that

there will be a greater reduction in prices received by ranchers for

their eggs as well as additional competition from imported eggs. As a

result there is a serious question whether Hawaii ranchers can continue

to compete in the local egg market.

OBJECTIVES

The general objective of this study is to determine the current

and probable future competitive position of the Hawaii egg industry

with California. Specific objectives are:

1. To investigate the cost of producing eggs, with special

emphasis on feed, labor, and stock replacements.
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2. To investigate transportation costs of feed~ chicks~ and eggs~

and the effect of these costs on local production and egg

supplies.

3. To investigate the effect of increased size of flocks in

gaining competitive position with California.

4. To investigate the competitiveness of marketing practices by

local producers.

5. To investigate the effect of the structure and composition of

marketing channels of shell eggs in Hawaii.

6. To draw conclusions from these investigations, and when

possible~ make recommendations to improve the competitive

strength of local ranchers.

As of 1967, there were 420 egg farms in Hawaii with about 912,000

layers. 2 These layers produced 196 million eggs worth more than $7

million which, in terms of cash receipts from marketing livestock

products, ranked third in the State, surpassed only by milk with $12.9

million and beef cattle with $11.1 million receipts. Hogs, poultry

meat, and honey followed, earning about $5.5 million. No change in the

ranking has taken place for the last 10 years. Hence egg production is

big business in Hawaii, important enough so that research needs to be

done to answer the questions and solve the problems facing the industry.

To the egg producers~ a solution to their problems is critical.

The saying 'grow or perish' is real. Producers are faced with the

2Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture, Hawai:! State Department of
Agriculture annual, 1967.
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decision of expanding production and investments to reduce unit cost.

But expansion means to increase egg supplies in an almost saturated

market which often has low prices.

This research contributes to the limited store of information

available to the industry. While some information (see Review of

Literature) is available~ most of it deals in production without regard

to cost; none considers the egg farmers' competitive position.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This study uses as its theoretical framework the concept of

economies of large-scale production. Important in the analysis is the

distinction between external and internal economies of large-scale

production.

Net external economies of large-scale production are those which

accrl1.e to firms in a particular industry as a result of the expansion

of output by the industry as a whole. These economies are independent

of the individual firm's output and may be either technological or

pecuniary in nature. The theory says that with an increased number of

plants in the industry, the average costs to members of the industry

will fall. Increased purchase of services and materials by the industry

as a wholE ieading to reduction in prices of these commodities would be

an example of pecuniary external economy of large··scale production. An

example of technological external economies would be improvements of

production techniques as a result of better exchange of ideas among

different producers. One final point which needs to be clarified is the

word flnet". Increase in output can lead to economies and diseconomies
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at the same time. Hence, the discussion at hand only refers to the

excess of economies over diseconomies of large-scale production.

Net internal economies of large-scale production are a long-run

phenomenon independent of the output of the industry as a whole. Thus

a particular firm increasing its output upon appropriate adjustment of

its scale of plant may be incurring internal economies while the

industry as a whole is declining. Internal economies may also be either

technological or pecuniary; that is, they may be the result of greater

output per unit or the reduction of price paid for inputs because of

increased purchases. Savings from division and specialization of labor

and the use of large, more complex machines are examples of

technological internal economies. An illustration of pecuniary economy,

on the other hand, would be the advantage of buying large enough amounts

to receive quantity discounts.

In this study, primary emphasis will be focused on net internal

economies of large-scale production. Hence, although the discussion of

external economies is limited to transportation economies, the reader

should be reminded that implicit in much of the rationale is the

proposition that costs faced by egg producers are associated with and

determined by the external economies that were brought about through

the years.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Competitive position studies on ergs are widespread throughout the

United States. G. Rogers and lie Bluestone,3 J.W. Carncross,4 A.A.

Meredith,S H.C. Kriesel,6 and F.D. Reed 7 have reported on the

competitiveness of egg industries in various parts of the United States.

Because of the direct approach tbat wns taken in these studies, little

information could be gathered which would provide insight to help the

Hawaii egg industry. By their very nature, these studies were conducted

to provide information for their respective states or regions.

In Hawaii, research on the egg industry began slowly, and only in

recent years has gained momentum. Most likely, the step-up in research

was due to the growing importance of the industry in dollar terms. This

increased emphasis was well justified; however, much still remains

unexplored.

3G. Rogers and H. Bluestone, Competitive Position of the
Midwestern Egg Industry, USDA, Marketing Research Report No. 784.

4J .W. Carncross, The Competitive Position of~~w Jersey's F~E
Industry Part I. Economic Trends in Egg Production Cost and Returns,
N.J. Agr. Exp. StaG A.E. 265, July 1961.

SA.A. Meredith, The Competitive Position of New Jersey's Egg
Industry. Part II. Economic Trends in Egg Marketing, N.J. Agr. Exp.
StaG A.E. 266, July 1961. Part III. Transportation Costs and Problems,
N.J. Agr. Exp. StaG A.E. 289, April 1963.

6H.C. Kriesel, Factors Affecting the Competitive Position of the
Poultry Industry in West Virginia and in Other Regions, W. Va. Agr. Exp.
StaG Bull. 529T, June 1966.

7F.D. Reed, The Maine Poultry Industry. Its Impact. Growth. and
Competitive Position, Cooperative Extension Service, University of
Maine, Cir. 394, Revised May 1968.
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Some research was done by J.V. Powel1 8 and C.R. Creek9 in 1951 and

1952 on the assembly and distribution of eggs and on consumer preferences

in Honolulu. The consumer preference study was recently updated by

P.K. Lim. IO Even prior to the Powell and Creek study the Poultry

Science Department of the University of Hawaii has had a program of

production research. While the production studies are beneficial to

the ranchers, they provide little knowledge about the dynamic nature of

the industry such as the supply, demand and price interplay. J.A.

Mollet ll conducted a rather broad study of egg production in Hawaii in

1960. While the report is pertinent, many changes have take~ place.

In this respect, H.R. Donoho, T. Yamamoto, and T. TanakaI2 have

contributed much with their continuing report on farms in the Hi10 area.

These reports are indeed informgtive and necessary. However, since the

study is limited to the Hilo area, inferences from such limited data

must be made with extt'eme caution. Oahu is the primary producing area~

major port of all supply shipments to the State, and the primary market.

Any comprehensive study of the egg industry must include Oahu. This

8J.V. Powell and C.R. Creek, Assembly and Distribution of Eggs in
Honolulu, Agr. Econ. Bul. 2, College of Tropical Agriculture,
University of Hawaii, September 1951.

9C.R. Creek and J.V. Powell, ~onsumer Preferences and Use of Eggs
in Honolulu, Agr. Econ. Bu1. 4, College of Tropical Agriculture,
University of Hawaii, April 1962.

IOP.K. Lim, £R. cit.

IIJ.A. Mollet, Egg Production in Hawaii, HAES, Agr. Econ. Rep. No.
47, University of Hawaii, September 1960.

I2H.R. Donoho, T. Yamamoto, and T. tanaka, "Egg Production Cost
Study Hilo Area 1967," University of Hawaii, Undated, Mimeograph.
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study, in addition to filling in this information gap, provides an

analysis of the industry as a whole.

In the early part of 1969, H. Afifi 13 reported on the competitive

position of the broiler industry. Many input factor.s for broiler and

egg production are identical. When conclusions are reached for the

broiler industry, similar conclusions might be expected for the egg

industry. But at the same time, production and marketing practices of

the two industries are substantially differant to waLrant a separate

study for the egg industry.

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

This study was designed to help solve problems facing the egg

industry with the ultimate objective of offering a positive

contribution to the industry in its decision making. For this reason,

a high degree of theoretical reasoning was ruled out as inappropriate.

Rather what was desired was an approach using factual information and a

workable method of analysis understood by most. A combination of farm

budget and technical unit analysis fulfilled this requirement.

Farm budget analysis examines the total farm business. It provides

information for evaluating resource use, enterprise performance,

internal and external relationships, and total farm fj'nancial results.

It provides " ••• a 'before and after' perspective of potential changes in

farm organization, investment, technology, practices, management

13H. Afifi, An Econometr~.c Study of the Competit:5ve Position of
Hawaii Broiler Industry, Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertat':,on, University of
Hawaii, January, 1969.
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policies, marketing outlets, or arrangements, means of supplying

materials or services used in production, or other aspects of the

business." 14

However, taken alone, farm budget analysis does not provide

sufficient means of furnishing advance notice of how profitable

particular enterprises will be and how profits will compare with those

of competing areas. The technical unit analysis performs these

functions best. Profit potential for a single technical unit (layer)

can be determined for each area. A ranking can be derived according to

profits. Input-output relationships for the major raw materials used

can be analyzed and provide a basis for the further and more refined

analysis necessary when making decisions on resource uses. Finally, a

profit statement for one unit can be made.

SOURCES OF DATA

Both analytical techniques were incorporated in designing the

framework for the study. Data to be used were from primary and

secondary sources. Insofar as comparable data could be and were

gathered, the lack of primary data of California and Hilo was not

serious. Standards or norms used for comparisons were determined with

one overriding criterion: that the standards reflect all the conditions

affecting egg production in both Hawaii and California as accurately and

completely as possible. Fortunately, egg production input and output

standards are mutually consistent and accurate in both States. Layers

14T.F. Hedges, Farm Management Decisions, Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1963, p. 227.
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are fed continuously. Feed efficiency (pounds of feed per dozen eggs)

improves with a rise in production rates. Hence layers are fed to get

maximum number of eggs per hen. White leghorns are used almost

exclusively in both States so production differences due to breeds are

small. Environmental differences do have a major effect on production;

however, different types of housing facilities have to a great extent

been used effectively to control the effects of climate and this will

be reflected in the study of investments.

Primary Data

A questionnaire was designed to obtain data for producing eggs in

Hawaii (see appendix A). Detailed questions on costs, revenues,

technology, investments, practices, and labor uses were specifically

included to facilitate analysis and inferences to potential changes

using budget analysis. The per-layer data were calculated from the

budget table.

Sampling Procedure

A list of the 28 egg producers having more than 100 layers on Oahu

as of January 1968 was obtained from the State Department of Agriculture.

The producers were categorized into three groups - 13 large, 7 medium

and 8 small farms.

A small farm was defined as one having between 100 and 4,999 layers.

The basis for the division was that a family could not be expected to

operate a farm with less than 5,000 layers on a full-time basis. The
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owner of any such farm would very likely have a supplementary income.

A medium size farm was defined as containing between 5,000 and

14,999 layers. It was thought that a farm in this category was a

full-time commercial family farm.

Finally, a large farm was one having more than 15,000 layers.

Although the farm could be individually mvned, the majority of the labor

would be done by hired workers from outside the family.

Fifteen ranchers, five in each of the three categories, were

interviewed during the month of November. The selection of the farms

interviewed was done on a random basis.

In the report, only 14 farms were included in the study since the

questionnaire of one small farm was discarded due to inaccurate

information provided.

Secondary Data

Secondary data were used regarding production in California and

Hilo. Three separate studies of egg production and management in

California were used which, although possibly not representative of the

entire State, were appropriate for comparison. These studies were done

in Sonoma County,15 Riverside and Orange Counties,16 and San Diego

15V. Stratton, "Sonoma County 1967 Poultry Egg Production and
Management Study," Agricultural Extension Service, University of
California, Mimeograph.

16D. Bell, "1967 Poultry Management Study for Riverside and Orange
Counties," University of California, Mimeograph.
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County. 17 The latter three counties are located in the southwest

~orner of California extending from Los Angeles to Mexico while Sonoma

is just north of San Francisco. Insofar as most of the increase in

production within California has occurred in Southern California

districts (in 1950 the Southern California counties produced 40% of the

State total, whereas in 1965 the Southern counties had 66% of the State

production), the use of these three counties for comparison seems

reasonable to capture the changes taking place while presenting a

cross-section of the State. In addition, the transition seems to be in

response to the more rapid expansion of population in the Los Ange1es-

San Diego area relative to central California county areas. Since for

the past 15 years, U.S. production centers have shifted away from feed

source areas towards consuming areas,18 the use of farms located in the

vicinity of the Los Angeles and San Francisco areas seems logical as

being more representative of California farms. Poultry studies in

Sacramento19 and San Bernardin0 20 counties were used as cross-checks.

Production costs for El10 were reported by Donoho, Yamamoto and

Tanaka. 21 The use of data gathered by numerous sources inherently leads

to discrepancies. However, maximum effort was made to ensure comparison

17R.H. Adolph, "1967 San Diego County Egg Cost Study," Agr. Ext.
Ser., University of California, Mimeograph.

18K.R. Jones, "The California Egg Industry,li Calif. State Dept.
Agr. Mktg. Rpt. No. 22, Sacramento, 1966.

19R.W. Isle, "Sacramento County Poultry Management Study 1966,"
Agricultural Extension Service, University of California, Mimeograph.

20W.F. Rooney and W.D. McKeen, "1966 Poultry Management Study,
San Bernardino County, University of California, Mimeograph.

2IDonoho , Yamamoto, and Tanaka, QR. cit.
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of equivalent data. When such a compari.son was impossible, it was

omitted or the differences were noted.

Additional sources of secondary data include:

1. California Egg and Poultry Summary, annua1. 22

2. California Poultry and Hatchery Annual Report. 23

3. Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture, annua1. 24

4. Honolulu Unloads, annua1. 25

Other information and opinions were obtained through interviews and

discussion with egg wholesalers and retailers, feed and poultry

equipment suppliers, hatcherymen, transportation service personnel, and

many government employees such as extension workers, inspectors, and

marketing specialists.

22Ca1ifornia Department of Agriculture, California Egg and Poultry
Summary, California) 1967.

23Ca1ifornia Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, California
Poultry and Hatchery Annual Report, Sacramento, California, 1967.

24Hawaii Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, Statistics of
Hawaiian Agriculture, Honolulu, Hawaii, 1967-1968.

25Hawaii State Department of Agriculture, Honolulu Unloads,
Cooperative Extension Work in Agriculture and Home Economics, Honolulu,
Hawaii, 1967.



CHAPTER II

THE CALIFORNIA EGG INDUSTRY - HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Since California is the primary source of egg imports and since

mainland egg prices affect local prices, this study of the competitive

position of the Hawaii egg industry must refer and relate itself to

California. This chapter reviews the California industry so that the

local egg industry, when discussed in the following chapters, can be put

in context with California.

In 1951, California consumption of eggs exceeded local supplies.

California egg farmers were producing 293 eggs for every man, woman, and

child while each consumer was using eggs at the average rate of 392 eggs

per year. This deficit situation of 99 eggs per capita as shown in

Table I made it necessary to import eggs from other areas, mainly the

Midwest, such as Iowa, Minnesota, Kansas, and Nebraska. But production

increased rapidly so that although population was growing, the higher

growth rate of production and the declining per capita consumption

eliminated the need for imports by 1960. As egg surpluses continued to

grow, attention was redirected to diverting eggs to other markets or

marketing areas. Actually the trend of importing less (shown in Table

II) and exporting more eggs (shown in Table III) was evident many years

ago. However, it was not until 1960 that this trend manifested itself

in a reversal of the price situation (Table IV). During the deficit

years, California prices exceeded those in the Midwest by an amount

equal to the cost of transporting the eggs from the Midwestern states to

California. In 1960 this transportation cost was reported to be six



TABLE I. PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION
OF EGGS IN CALIFORNIA, 1951 - 1967

Eggs per capita
Year Produced Consumed

(number) (number)

1951 293 392

1952 308 390

1953 337 379

1954 340 376

1955 332 371

1956 326 369

1957 325 365

1958 339 355

1959 334 347

1960 359 330

1961 380 325

1962 400 324

1963 419 316

1964 435 314

1965 427 307

1966 399 302

1967 41/: 310

Source: 1967 Poultry Situation and Cost Studies,
19th Year Summary, Sonoma County, Co-operative
Extension work in Agriculture and Home Economics,
College of Agriculture, University of California.

15



TABLE II. RAIL AND TRUCK PASSINGS OF EGGS INTO
CALIFORNIA 1957 - 1967

16

Year Commercial Armed Forces Grand Total

(cases) (cases) (cases)

1957 929,891 309,832 1,239,723

1958 723,075 322,111 1,045,186

1959 373,935 240,485 614,420

1960 252,266 229,592 481,858

1961 159,444 114,493 273,937

1962 139,073 127,187 226,269

1963 66,000 95,600 161,600

1964 99,800 116,100 215,900

1965 27,700 65,300 93,000

1966 55,500 210,300 265,800

1967 64,900 170,600 235,500

Source: California Egg and Poultry Summary, 1967.
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TABLE III. OUTSHIPMENT OF CALIFORNIA EGGS THROUGH
ARIZONA BORDER STATIONS, 1965 - 1967

States 1965 1966 1967

(l000 cases) (1000 cas es) (1000 cases)

Alabama .3

Arizona 525.6 682.3 699.8

Colorado 116.3 74.5 115.8

Florida .8 2.9

Illinois 3.7 3.0

Indiana .9

Iowa 3.1

Louisiana 1.5 3.4

Michigan .8

Minnesota .8

Mississippi .7

Missouri .8

Nebraska 4.2

New Mexico 131.0 88.6 49.7

New York 3.9

Ohio 1.9

Oklahoma 4.2

Pennsylvania .8

Texas 300.4 310.6 345.0

Utah 64.4

Wisconsin .8

Others .8 27.0 3.9

Total 1,089.7 1,183.0 1,301.9

Source: California Egg and Poultry Summary, 1965-1967.



TABLE IV. ANNUAL AVERAGE PRICE PER DOZEN EGGS RECEIVED BY
FARMERS, CALIFORNIA AND THE U.S., 1956 - 1967a

Price received by farmers - ¢/dozen
Year California U.S.

1956 39.6 38.7

1957 36.9 35.8

1958 38.9 38.3

1959 31.5 31.4

1960 35.6 36.1

1961 33.7 35.6

1962 30.4 33.8

1963 31.4 34.5

1964 31.5 33.8

1965 30.2 33.7

1966 36.0 39.1

1967 28.3 31.2

aAverage of all eggs sold by farmers including hatching
eggs and eggs sold by farmers.

Source: California Poultry and Hatching Report Summary,
1967 California Livestock and Reporting Service, California
Department of Agriculture, May 1968.

18
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cents per dozen eggs by S.K. Seaver. 1 Since 1960, the opposite has been

true. California prices have reflected the United States price minus

about two or three cents transfer cost of shipping eggs to other

marketing areas. 2 Despite the lower price, California surpluses

continued to grow, reaching their peak in 1964 and 1965 when about 28

percent of the total state production was surplus eggs. Thereafter,

a decline set in making the surplus drop to 25 percent by 1967. 3

Some of the reasons for expansion of egg production in California

were presented by K.R. Jones. 4 The primary reason was the increase in

flock size. Ranchers discovered that by increasing the number of layers

they could reduce cost per unit since fixed and non-divisible managerial

costs could be spread over a larger number of producing units. In 1966,

it was estimated that there were about 1,500 commercial egg producers

in California, a significant decline from 1950 in the number of

ranches. Approximately 115 of the ranches controlled 45 percent of the

State annual egg production; there were 70 to 80 ra~lches with more than

100,000 layers, and two ranches each with almost one million layers. 5

A second explanation presented by Jones was the opposite effect of

lower prices. It was originally thought that lower prices would force

IS.K. Seaver, "Economic Analysis of the Market Organization and
Operation of the California Egg Industry," California Agricultnral
Experiment Stati.on, Giannini Foundation of Agricultural Economics Himeo.
Report No. 229, February 1960.

2Honthly differences have been as great as six cents.

3Derived from Table I.

4K.R. Jones, "The California Egg Industry," California State
Department of Agriculture, Marketing Report No. 22, 1966, pp. 8-9.

5Ibid., p. 8.
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marginal farms out of business and reduce production to a level equal to

regional consumption. To some extent lower price did eliminate some

marginal producers. However those remaining increased their flock size,

resulting in production expansion.

PRODUCTION COSTS IN CALIFORNIA

Egg production cost studies have been done in California since

1925; Table V shows the results for 1949 onward. These studies were

conducted on only a small portion of the total number of ranches and

cannot be said to be representative of the State, but they do show the

variability in cost within Sonoma county and the State. Data on large

and small ranches were included in the studies.

Net cost per dozen eggs has decreased from a high of 45.1 cents

in 1949 to 27.3 cents in 1967. The average price received by the

farmers for a dozen eggs was 49.5 cents in 1949 and only 28.0 cents in

1967, the lowest yet. The table also shows several important trends in

California production:

1. Average number of layers per flock has increased more than

tenfold.

2. Eggs laid per layer increased until the late 1950's, but have

been stable or declining since.

3. Culling rate and replacement practices have changed

significantly.

4. The amount of feed consumed per hen has decreased,

5. The number of hours of labor per hen has decreased.

6. The total income generated from one hen has decreased.



TABLE V. EGG PRODUCTIO:l COST IN SONOMA CCUNTY, CALIFORNIA, 1949 - 1967

1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

No. of Rec:ords
Avg. Hens per F1oc:k
Eggs Laid per Hen

21
1619

197

24
1734

210

23 17 24
1716 1784 1920

209 228 218

27 24
2293 2759

228 231

24
2856

232

20
3140

236

18
2989

243

18
3986

243

13 13
4588 6739

232 227

13
8304

226

13 13
10,974 13,056

219 226

14
12,978

232

10
15,986

224

7
21,005

223

Hens: % Mortality
-- % Culled

% Added
% lnc:./Dec:r.

22
92

130
16

16 14
82 104
99 121
1 3

11 15 13
118 97 96
138 131 129

9 19 20

11
87

125
27

12
101
115

2

11 11
84 81

108 100
13 8

12
65

103
26

15
60
95
18

18
71
94

6

17
68

112
27

17
62
81

2

16
56
80

7

14
54
86
18

13
45
71

+14

15
57
80

+ 8

Av. Price M & G (ClJt.)
Lbs. M, G per !len
Perc:ent Mash

3.93 3.67 4.04 4.42 4.14
141 128 138 116 144

64 62 55 57 53

3.79
135

56

3.60
135

49

3.58 3.50
127 126

55 59

3.47
123

61

3.44
122

70

3.21
124

71

3.26
116

81

3.24
117

71

3.33
112

75

3.30
109

82

3.32
106

89

3.40
101

,,6

3.47
107

96

35.2 33.0
30.7 29.5
5.4 3.5

Hours Labor per Hen

Av. Price Dozen Eggs
Net Cost per Dozen
Mgt. Income per Dozen

1.8 1.4 1.5 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.1

49.5 41.9 54.9 48.6 55.0 40.7 42.8 40.1 36.7
45.1 37.8 42.3 42.3 42.3 38.3 33.3 33.8 32.5
4.4 4.1 12.6 6.3 12.7 2.4 9.5 6.3 4.2

.9

38.4
31.4

7.0

.8

30.7
28.6
2.1

.7 .5 .5

28.7
28.3

.3

.4

30.7
26.9
3.8

.36

30.9
26.6
4.3

.43

29.2
26.4
2.8

.36

35.4
25.8
10.1

.35

28.0*
27.3

.7

lnc:ot:le oer Hen
Egg Sales
Poultry Sales
Misc:. Inc:ome
Inventory Change

8.19
.67
.22
.26

7.36 9.74 9.47 10.37 8.05
.73 1.32 1.01 .95 .57
.22 .30 .05 .03 .04

-.12 .28 .57 .43

8.59
.56
.02
.60

8.11
.56
.02
.07

7.58 8.01 6.49
.40 .42 .26
.02 .01 -
.10 .07 .54

6.95
.21

.26

6.33
.19

.18

5.58
.17
.01
.30

5.78
.17
.02
.10

5.79
.14
.02
.03

5.69
.11

-.17

6.80
.17
.01

+.01

3.24
.11
.01

+.18

.!2ll!.~

Cash & Depredation

9.34 8.31 11.24 10.8111.92 9.09 9.77 8.76 8.10 8.51 7.29 7.42 6.70 6.06 6.07 5.98 3.63 6.99 5.54

Costs: Feed
Stock Bought
Misc:ellaneous
Depreciation
Hired Labor

5.68

.68

.23

.25

4.78
.53
.45
.21
.26

5.66
.74
.53
.30
.38

6.51
.78
.48
.32
.15

6.03
.66
.57
.26
.17

5.lS
.60
.62
.27
.24

4.91
.53
.47
.25
.22

4.60
.48
.49
.26
.24

4.46
.45
.46
.27
.27

4.32
.51
.42
.27
.30

4.25
.81
.32
.30
.19

3.89
.60
.34
.28
.24

3.80
.57
.38
.23
.23

3.83
.77
.30
.22
.21

3.74
.41
.26
.19
.23

3.62
.37
.31
.19
.25

3.53
.43
.24
.19
.24

3.44
.48
.29
.16
.34

3.72
.53
.30
.15
.38

Total Cash & Depr. Costs 6.84 6.23 7.61 8.24 7.69 6.88 6.38 6.07 5.91 5.82 5.87 5.35 5.21 5.33 4.83 4.74 4.63 4.71 5.08

Fam Inc:ome
F3t:!ily Labor
Int. on Investment

2.50 2.('8 3.63 2.57 4.23 2.21
1.51 1.12 1.11 1.06 1.55 1.45

.26 .24 .29 .28 .28 .29

3.38 2.69
1.20 1.16

.28 .27

2.19
1.10

.23

2.69
1.02

.22

1.42
.96
.19

2.07 1.49
.78 .60
.21 .21

.73

.49

.17

1.24
.37
.16

1.24
.29
.15

1.00
.32
.15

2.28
.22
.14

.46

.19

.14

Manallement Inc:ome .73 .72 2.23 1.23 2.40 .47 1. 90 1. 26 .86 1.45 .27 1.08 .68 .07 .71 .30 .53 1.92 .13

*Eggs proc:essed on ranc:h inc:luded in average price per dozen.

The above study ave~ages for Sonoca County for the last 19 years represents about 10 perc:ent of the c:otr.r:lerc:ial laying hens from the Sonoma County
poultry industry but should indic:ate trends. lUNever, they should not be c:onsidered applic:ab1e to the entire pou1 try business in this c:ounty. The
1967 rec:ords did shOlJ an inc:rease in the number of birds per ranch over 1966. Egg pric:es and fam inc:oee per hen lJas the lolJest in 19 years. The
1967 poultryman rec:eived 28.0c per dozen lJhich "as 7. 4c less per dozen than in 1966. In addition, lJe had 10"er c:ull pric:es in 1967.
The question is: Will the egg pric:es for 1968 be si.u1ar to 1967? The anslJer "ill be in the 1968 Poultry Egg Produc:tion and ~.anageI:lent Study or
other market information.
Source: 1967 Poultry Situation and Cost Studies, 19th Year S=ry, Sonoca County, University of California, July 1968, miceograph.

N
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7. Total production cost per layer has decreased.

8. Farm income per layer is declining.

California producers must pay more than Midwest ranchers for feed

ingredients because of the transportation cost. To offset this

disadvantage, ranchers adopted cost-saving innovations in the

distribution and milling of feed, such as greater use of phase feeding 6

to maximize performance at least feed cost, the use of bulk feeding,

the reduction of labor cost by increased use of mechanical feeders and

a small mark-up on feed sales. The result was the reduction in feed

costs per layer to a point lowest in the nation. 7

In addition, improved management practices led to reduction of

replacement costs through the development of healthier strains and the

minimization of mortality through disease control. More recently, egg

producers began experimenting with force mo1ting8 as a means to postpone

the replacement of layers during the periods of low prices when

financial resources were smal1. 9 The total effect of these managerial

practices has been the reduction of replacement costs.

6Phase feeding is a term used to describe the adjusting of the
nutrient level of the ration, particularly protein and calcium, to feed
intake as governed by energy needs.

7K.R. Jones, ~. £it., p. 12.

8Force molting is the practice whereby controlled molt of a flock
is induced, most often by starvation.

9K.R. Jones, ~. cit., p. 12.
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THE FUTURE OF THE CALIFORNIA EGG INDUSTRY

California leads the nation in egg production. In the past 15

years the industry has been characterized by large flock sizes, low

production cost, and short, efficient marketing channels unparalleled

anywhere. Economies of scale inherent in egg production have been

achieved and despite the higher cost of feed, feed cost per hen is

lowest anywhere. Through use of innovations of marketing practices and

organization, eggs are assembled, packed, and distributed efficiently

at a lower cost.

But California's rapid rise to the forefront may also have hastened

the rise of other producing areas. Through its increasing imports,

California may have awakened a sleeping giant, the Midwest, a region

with an old egg industry whose potential advantages have not yet been

fully exploited.

With its increased adoption of new technology, methods of increasing

production efficiency and cost reduction, first to keep up with and

later to surpass the other producing areas, California demonstrated the

way of the future. So, although California has the largest average

flock size of the major producing states, other areas have gained

rapidly. In recent years, some states have shown a higher rate of

growth in total egg output than California. As shown in Table VI,

California's advantage in rate of lay is dwindling rapidly.

Thus while in the short-run the California industry appears

healthy and competitive, it may find in the long-run that its production

may need to be geared to satisfy only its own state and perhaps portions

of a few nearby states in the Western region. Its surplus situation may



TABLE VI. NUMBER OF EGGS LAID PER LAYER IN TEN LEADING EGG
PRODUCING STATES AND HAWAII, 1961 - 1967

Rate of lay - eggs per layer
State 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

California 224 224 225 225 227 224 220

Georgia 211 208 208 213 215 211 220

Iowa 221 222 222 226 226 227 230

Pennsylvania 211 214 213 216 218 219 222

Arkansas 201 205 208 214 215 219 222

North Carolina 207 213 212 216 212 214 221

Texas 196 196 196 204 204 207 209

Alabama 204 206 212 217 220 216 221

Indiana 221 217 217 216 217 200 218

Mississippi 189 193 2)6 220 221 215 221

Hawaii 213 212 219 223 225 221 215

Source: Agricultural Statistics, annual.

tv
.p..
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need to be controlled with supply management through more orderly

marketing, or California producers may face extremely depressed prices.

In the past, low prices have squeezed out more and more of the

small and less efficient ranches. However, as there remain fewer small

and less efficient farms, the continued price-cost squeeze will force

even the larger ranches out until only the extremely large, well

managed, well financed, integrated and aggressive ranchers will survive.

This is the outlook for the California egg industry.

Internal Economies in California

Hawaii egg producers may be able to improve their earnings by

increasing flock sizes but California farmers can of course do the same.

Egg production costs and management studies data were gathered from four

counties in California. The Sonoma County results presented in Table

VII were selected for comparison in this report because the flock sizes

studied compared most closely with the study on Oahu. Small farms had

flocks of less than 7,500 layers and medium farms had between 7,500 and

15,000 layers. Since only one small and one medium farm were studied,

the results of all seven farms interviewed are included in the table to

avoid misleading conclusions that might be drawn if only averages for

large farms were used. Computations for the California study were done

by the same method as in the Hawaii study. Costs and prices reflect

California's situation. Interest on investment in stock, buildings and

land was computed at five percent. Since the data were gathered on a

monthly basis and totaled for the year, the margin of error was less

than in the Hawaii study.



TABLE VII. EGG PRODUCTION COST AND INCOME PER LAYER IN SONOMA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, 1967

Income per hen
Egg sales
Poultry sales
Miscellaneous income
Stock inventory change
Total income

Cash ane Depreciation cost per hen
Feed
Stock purchased
Miscellaneous costs
Depreciation
Hi'!'ed labor
Total expense

Net farm income

Non-cash costs per hen
Family labor
Interest on investment

Management income per hen

aEggs processed by family labor.

Size of Farm
Less than 7,500-

7,500 15,000 Over 15,000
($) ($) ($)

5.63 5.81 5.35 4.85 5.87 4.93 5.25
.09 .14 .21 .05 .05 .17 .08

.01 - .01 - .01
+.01 -.07 +.21 +1.10 -.44 -.14 -.05
5.73 5.89 5.77 6.01 5.48 4.97 5.28

3.73 4.02 3.99 3.89 3.56 3.64 3.29
.22 .34 .42 1.12 .51 .26 .21
.64 .23 .18 .26 .27 .29 .42
.16 .19 .09 .18 .14 .13 .21
.11 .48 .38 .08 .71 .36 .71

4.86 5.26 5.06 5.53 5.19 4.68 4.84

.87 .63 . 71 .47 .29 .29 .44

.82
a

.16 .13 .14 .12 .12 .30
.16 .16 .13 .13 .12 .13 .16

-.11 .31 .45 .20 .05 .04 -.02

Source: Sonoma County, 1967 Poultry Egg Production and Management Study, University of California, April ~
1968, mimeograph.
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It is hazardous to discuss the results of the Sonoma County study

as representative of the three size groups since only one medium and

one small farm were studied and these cannot be assumed to represent

their respective size group. As the data of the large farms show~

production cost varies a great deal within size groups and it is only

with great reservation that relations between size groups are

formulated.

Labor and stock replacement expenses seem to have increased with

farm sizes. Feed and miscellaneous costs and depreciation show no

significant difference. The greatest savings in costs appears to come

from reductions in non-cash expenses. Large farms seem to lead to

greater success although management income ranged from minus $0.02 to

plus $0.45 per layer. The medium farm was very profitab1e~ showing

management income of $0.31~ but the small farm lost 11 cents per layer.

A1so~ net farm income per bird declines with flock size but the reason

for the high figure for the small farm is the large ronount of unpaid

family labor.

Egg production cost and income study of one county in California

does not represent the situation in the State. Certainly more studies

must be included to show the existing conditions of the entire state

more accurately. Riverside~ Orange~ and San Diego counties were

selected to supplement the study presented on Sonoma since they best

typify the current changes taking place in California with respect to

the shifting of the center of production to Southern California. The

total and averages for the three counties are computed and even though

they do not statistically represent the State either~ it is felt that

they present a sufficiently accurate picture of the existing conditions
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and can be used later to compare with the data available on Hawaii.

The results of the California poultry management studies are

summarized in Table VIII. Note that the average number of layers per

flock ranges from 21~005 hens in Sonoma to 44~26l hens in San Diego.

Egg production ranged from 223 to 239 eggs per hen~ with an average of

229 eggs for the three counties. Average price of feed and pounds of

feed per hen were lowest in San Diego county and highest in Sonoma county.

Thus Sonoma ranchers use more feed which was more expensive as well.

Information on labor utilization was available for only Riverside~ Orange

and Sonoma counties. On the ave~age~ ranchers i.n Sonoma used .35 hours

of labor per hen while ranchers in Riverside and Orange used .29 hours

per hen. Net cost per dozen eggs was 26.5~ 26.6~ and 27.3 cents in

Riverside and Orange~ San Diego~ and Sonoma counties respectively.

Average price received per dozen eggs was 25.5~ 24.8 and 28.0 cents

respectively~ so management income per dozen was minus 1.0~ minus 1.8~

and plus 0.7 cents. Thus~ only Sonoma county returned a positive income

to management and the overall management income for all counties was

minus 0.7 cents per dozen eggs.

A more detailed discussion of the income and cost of egg

production on a per layer basis will be included with the data on Hawaii.

It should be pointed out~ however~ that management income on a per-layer

basis was again negative for Riverside and Orange~ and San Diego

counties but positive for Sonoma county. Farm income per hen~ which is

the sum of 1) management income~ 2) value of operator's labor~ and 3)

interest on investment~ was positive for all counties. Interestingly~

Sonoma county although facing higher price for feed received a higher



TABLE VIII. SUMMARY OF CALIF"ORNIA POULTRY Ml\NAGEMENT STIJDIES. 1967

Riverside Totals
Counties & Orange San Diego Sonoma & Averages

Thousands of hens involved
Number of records
Average number of hens per flock

Eggs laid per hen. hen-day basis
Eggs solfi per hen

Per cent mortality. hens
Per cent culled or removed
Per cent added as new layers
Per cent mortality of chicks to layers (24 weeks)

Average price of feed per Cwt.
Pounds feed per hen
Hours of labor per hen

Average price per dozen eggs

Net cost per dozen

Management Income per Dozen

Income per hen from eggs
Poultry sales
Miscellaneous income. manure. etc.
Increase in poultry stock inventory

Total income per hen

Feed cost per hen
Poultry stock bought
Miscellaneous costs
Hired labor
Value of operator's labor
Depreciation
Interest on investment

Total expense per hen

Management income per hen

Farm income per hen

189,413 1,106,512 147.035 1,442.960
7 25 7 39

27.059 44,261 21,005 36.999

225 239 223 229
225 243 224 231

17.3 18.0 15.0 17.0
61.8 65.0 57.0 61.0
75.3 86.0 80.0 80.0
9.4 10.0 9.0 9.5

$3.26 $3.24 $3.47 $3.32
105 87 107 100
.29 -- .35

25.5.;: 24.8.;: 28.0';: 26.1';:

26.5 26.6 27.3 26.8

-1.0 -1.8 +.7 -.7

$4.76 $5.00 $5.24 $5.00
.10 .20 .11 .13
.01 -- .01 .01

-.12 -.19 +.18 -.04

$4.75 $5.01 $5.54 $5.10

$3.42 $3.57 $3.72 $3.57
.23 .44 .53 .40
.39 .31 .30 .33
.28 .41 .38 .36
.20 .02 .19 .14
.17 .16 .15 .16
.25 .19 .14 .19

$4.94 $5.10 $5.41 $5.15

-.19 -.09 +.13 -.05

+.26 +.12 +.46 +.28
N
\0

Source: 1967 Poultry Situation and Cost Studies, 19th Year Summary, Soroma County. University of California. July 1968. mimeo.
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price per dozen eggs which allowed ranchers to earn higher management

income per hen.

The totals and average for California reflected the situation in

San Diego more closely than the other two counties. This was to be

expected since 1.1 million of the total 1.4 million hens were accounted

for in the San Diego data. Total income per hen for all counties was

$5.10. Since total expense per hen was $5.15, management income was

minus $0.05. Farm income per hen for all counties was plus $0.28.

Thus it appears that the cost of producing a dozen eggs in

California ranges from 26.5 cents in Southern California to 27.3 cents

in the San Francisco area. The average cost was 26.8 cents per dozen.

The data also show Sonoma county ranchers, although with smaller

flocks, lower productivity and higher production cost, returned a

greater income per bird. Ranchers were successful in earning a higher

income because they received a higher price for their eggs.

Implications of the Egg Deficit Situation

When one speaks of California being an egg surplus area and Hawaii

a deficit State, one must remember the economic implication of the

situation. In order to maintain the flow of trade between them, it is

necessary for the price in Hawaii to be higher than that in California

by an amount at least equivalent to the cost of shipping the eggs from

California to Hawaii.

A look at the prices received by farmers in both States will help

to demonstrate this point. Since 1956, average prices received by

farmers in Hawaii~ California, and the United States have declined
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(Table IX). The price in California, once higher than the national

average, fell below in 1960 and has remained lower by two or three cents

per dozen annually. Hawaii farmers, on the other hand, although

experiencing declining prices, still received a much higher price for

their eggs. The price difference has varied between 15.4 cents per

dozen to 29.8 cents per dozen, a differential much higher than the cost

of transportation alone which is about 8 cents per dozen. Note,

however, that the price difference seems to be narrowing.

The narrowing of the price differential between local and imported

eggs may be due to California ranchers having little incentive to lower

prices for their eggs in Hawaii. A list of the top ten producing states

and the average price received by farmers is shown in Table X. Note

that California prices have been lower than prices in most of the major

producing states for the two recorded years, with the exception of

Minnesota and Iowa. Thus, the fact that California egg prices are lower

than most areas coupled with the fact that more than 98 percent of

California's shell egg exports are shipped to other states indicate that

these West Coast ranchers face little pressure to lower prices or to

compete for Hawaii's egg market.

Another factor of considerable importance to the California egg

surplus situation relates to the principle of comparative advantage. It

has been historically assumed that since about 65 percent of egg

production cost is for feed, production should take place at the source

where feed is inexpensive.

But the Midwest, once the 'egg basket' of the nation, has been

losing its position in the past decade even though, potentially, it has



TABLE IX. ANNUAL AVERAGE PRICE PER DOZEN EGGS RECEIVED BY FARMERS,
HAWAII, CALIFORNIA, AND UNITED STATES, 1956 - 1967a

Year H .. b Ca1iforniac United States Cawal.l.

1956 63.9 39.6 38.7

1957 58.7 36.9 35.8

1958 65.7 38.9 38.3

1959 61.3 31.5 31.4

1960 60.1 35.6 36.1

1961 60.8 33.7 35.6

1962 59.9 30.4 33.8

1963 54.9 31.4 34.5

1964 54.3 31.5 33.8

1965 47.3 30.2 33.7

1966 51.9 36.0 39.1

1967 43.7 28.3 31.2

aAverage of all eggs sold by farmers including hatching eggs and
eggs sold by farmers.

bSource: Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture.
cSource: California Poultry and Hatching Report Summary, 1967,

California Livestock and Crop Reporting Service,
California Department of Agriculture, May 1968.
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TABLE X. TOTAL PRODUCTION AND AVERAGE PRICE RECEIVED BY FARMERS, TOP 10 STATES,
HAWAII, AND UNITED STATES, 1966 AND 1967

1966 1967
State Eggs Average price State Eggs Average price

produced per dozena produced per dozena
(million) (cents) (million) (cents)

l. California 7,664 36.0 l. California 8,078 28.3

2. Georgia 4,501 47.1 2. Georgia 4,981 37.1

3. Iowa 3,616 30.8 3. Iowa 3,507 22.0

4. Pennsylvania 3,205 42.3 4. Pennsylvania 3,165 34.6

5. Texas 2,737 40.7 5. Arkansas 3,134 34.3

6. North Carolina 2,717 45.1 6. North Carolina 2,949 36.9

7. Arkansas 2,699 39.6 7. Texas 2,943 32.6

8. Indiana 2,443 36.9 8. Alabama 2,645 38.6

9. Minnesota 2,379 31.6 9. Indiana 2,545 29.0

10. Alabama 2,358 43.9 10. Mississippi 2,508 37.3

Hawaiib 188 51.9 Hawaiib 196 43.7

U. S. 66,450 39.1 U.S. 70,161 31.2

aAverage price received by farmers for all eggs sold by farmers including hatching eggs and eggs sold at
retail by farmers.

bStatistics of Hawaiian Agriculture.
Source: California Egg and Poultry Summary, 1967.

w
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an advantage in production cost since many of the feed ingredients are

produced in the area. The most important reason has been that "recent

changes in the relationship between the cost of shipping eggs and the

cost of shipping feed have indicated that egg production should

originate in or near population centers rather than in feed production

areas. It is presently less expensive to ship the feed equivalent to

a dozen eggs from midwestern feed sources to egg marketing areas than

it is to ship a dozen eggs from feed source regions to marketing area."IO

In essence then. what transpired was that California experienced

growth and development of an efficient egg industry which captured

expanding shares of the national market. And despite the belief that

egg production should be located on the basis of supplies and prices of

feed ingredients, the results in California show that competitive

position is not that simple: " ••• competitive position does not just

happen by itself. People and institutions playa major determining

ro1e."11 Since the results of research and technology are equally

available to egg industries everywhere, the difference in efficiency

stems from factors other than technical knowledge. These other factors

then are people or an institutional system to carry the information,

and a receptive audience.

The question to be asked is whether Hawaii producers can maintain

or expand their share of the local fresh egg market relative to

California. The fact that local producers control 95 percent of the

IOK.R. Jones, ££. cit., p. 3.

IIG.B. Rogers, "Competitive Position of the California Poultry
Industries," talk prepared for the Western Poultry Congress, Fresno,
California, October 31, 1967, p. 2.
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table egg market in Hawaii seems to indicate that similar trends in

production, efficiency, and competitive strength have taken place here.

However, detailed investigation is necessary to determine the

competitive strength in view of the continuation of egg imports from

California.



CHAPTER III

THE HAWAII EGG INDUSTRY
A PERSPECTIVE OF PRODUCTIVITY AND EFFICIENCY

In 1951, Hawaii was also an egg deficit State. Per capita

production of only 91 eggs was insufficient to meet the per capita

consumption of 147 eggs (Table XI). As Table XII shows, almost 43

percent of all eggs was imported from the mainland or from foreign

countries. IIowever, production has expanded more rapidly than

consumption since then, so that although the population has been growing,

the amount of eggs imported declined to only 5.7 percent in 1967 when

production and consumption per capita was 264 and 279 eggs respectively.

In numbers, the imports were reduced from 2,392,000 dozens to 984,000

dozens of eggs ill the same l6-year period. The amount of eggs supplied

to Hawaii consumers during the same period increased from 6,327,000

dozens in 1951 to 17,233,000 dozens in 1967, an increase of 172 percent.

PRODUCTIVITY AND EFFICIENCY IN HAWAII

Hawaii ranchers have made adjustments in their production patterns.

As Table XIII indicates, there were only 94 egg ranches in Hawaii having

more than 100 layers in 1967, whereas in 1958 there were 252. It is

obvious that the reduction in the number of ranches took place because

of the elimination of the small farms (less than 3,000 layers) since the

number of ranches with more than 10,000 layers increased. In addition

to the shift to fewer but larger farms, there was also a move towards

producing eggs at or near the consuming area. Table XIV shows the
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TABLE XI. PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION OF
EGGS IN HAWAII, 1951 - 1967a

Produced Consumed
Year (number) (number)

1951 91 147

1952 110 166

1953 123 182

1954 138 205

1955 142 207

1956 168 219

1957 181 225

1958 185 230

1959 191 241

1960 218 252

1961 231 259

1962 228 255

1963 248 266

1964 264 279

1965 267 283

1966 259 272

1967 264 279

aComputed by dividing local production and total
shell egg supplies by total population reported
by Bureau of the Census.
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TABLE XII. MARKET SUPPLIES OF EGGS IN HAWAII FROM
ALL SOURCES, ANNUAL, 1951 - 1967

Percent
Year Total Hawaii Inshipments local Percent

production imported
(1000 doz) (1000 doz) (1000 doz)

1951 6,327 3,935 2,392 62.2 37.8

1952 7,186 4,753 2,433 66.1 33.9

1953 7,743 5,244 2,499 67.7 32.3

1954 8,629 5,838 2,791 67.6 32.4

1955 9,326 6,405 2,921 68.7 31.3

1956 10,219 7,704 2,515 75.4 24.6

1957 10,972 8,668 2,304 79.0 21.0

1958 11,604 9,333 2,271 80.4 19.6

1959 12,499 10,000 2,499 80.0 20.0

1960 13,492 11,500 1,992 85.2 14.8

1961 14,205 12,500 1,705 88.0 12.0

1962 14,805 13,166 1,639 88.9 11.1

1963 15,239 14,083 1,156 92.4 7.6

1964 16,555 15,583 972 94.1 5.9

1965 16,757 15,749 1,008 94.0 6.0

1966 16,421 15,582 839 94.9 5.1

1967 17,233 16,249 984 94.3 5.7

Source: Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture.



TABLE XIII. NUMBER OF FARMS BY SIZE OF LAYING FLOCK, HAWAII, 1958 - 1967

Farms with 100 or more layers
Year 1-99 100-1499 1500-2999 3000-9999 10,000 and Total All farms

layers layers layers layers more layers

1958 a 163 48 33 8 252 a

1959 a 131 41 45 10 227 a

1960 693 109 43 45 10 207 900

1961 649 83 45 47 11 186 835

1962 601 91 32 45 16 184 785

1963 544 59 30 51 16 156 700

1964 507 52 33 50 18 153 660

1965 462 41 30 47 20 138 600

1966 410 37 26 35 22 120 630

1967 356 24 20 27 23 94 450

aData not available.

Source: Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture.
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TABLE XIV. NUMBER OF FARMS, NUMBER OF LAYERS AND EGG
PRODUCTION IN HAWAII, BY COUNTY, 1960 AND 1967

Number of farms
Year Total 100 or more Number Production

layers of layers
(1000 birds) (million eggs)

OAHU

1960 190 82 418 86.3
1967 120 37 647 140.4

HAWAII

40

1960
1967

1960
1967

410
190

90
30

77
35

25
12

KADAI

129
151

71
61

27.4
31.3

15.4
13.2

1960
1967

200
110

23
10

MAUI/MOLOKAI

52
53

10.9
11.6

STATE OF HAWAII

1960
1967

900
450

207
94

670
912

140
196

Source: Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture.
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distribution of ranches as well as egg production by counties. The

reduction of small and inefficient farms took place in all counties.

The number of layers and total egg production increased significantly

from 1960 to 1967. However, the county of Kauai had a decrease i.n the

number of layers and production while Maui/Molokai had only a very

slight increase in both. Most of the expansion in number of birds and

production occurred on Oahu, while Hawaii had a modest increase.

Currently) Oahu has only 37 farms constituting 39 percent of the total,

but these relatively few ranches own 71 percent of the layers which

produce 71 percent of the State egg production (Table XV). The island

of Hawaii contains nine percent of the population, 37 percent of the

egg ranches, and 16 percent of the layers. Hence, data bear out the

fact that production in Hawaii is also shifting to the population

centers, mainly Oahu.

The implication of the shift in production pattern is obvious.

Fewer but larger farms mean more efficient operations, greater

productivity, and the greater use of scientific methods in areas such

as genetics, nutrition, disease control, and efficient management

practices. Hence the increased production was due not only to an

increase in number of layers but to an increase in productivity.

The total result in terms of income to the farmer is shown in

Table XVI. The increase in number of layers and productivity resulted

in almost a doubling of production and egg marketings since 1956. The

increase in large commercial farms eliminated many family farms and

reduced the amount of eggs consumed on the farm in numbers and in value.

Prices received by farmers for a dozen eggs declined but because of the
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TABLE XV. DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION, EGG RANCHES, LAYERS,
AND PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES, HAWAII

County Popu1ationa Egg ranchesb Layersb Productionb

(%) (%) (%) (%)

Oahu 82 39 71 71

Hawaii 9 37 16 16

Kauai 3 13 7 7

Maui/Mo1okai 7 11 6 6

aData Book, Department of Planning and Economic Development, State of
Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii, 1968.

bDerived from data published in Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture.



TABLE XVI. DISPOSITION AND INCOME FROM EGG PRODUCTION IN HAWAII, 1956 - 1967

Ave. No. Eggs per Total Number Consumed Cash Value of Gross Total egg Price per Doz. eggs Total value
Year layers 1ayera production sold on farm receipts home use income producticnb dozen per hen eggs/1averb

(1000) (No. ) (million (million (million ($1000) ($1000) ($1000) (million (cents) (doz) (dollars)
eggs) eggs) eggs) doz.)

1956c 408 193 94 92 2 4,923 107 5,030 7.8 63.9 19.29 12.33

1957c 524 204 106 104 2 5,091 94 5,185 8.83 58.7 16.86 9.89

1958c 530 205 112 107 5 5,900 274 6,174 9.40 65.7 17.30 11.65

1959 c 552 207 119 113 6 5,806 273 6,079 9.92 61.3 17.96 11.01

1960 670 209 140 138 2 6,911 100 7,011 11.66 60.1 17.42 10.47

1961 713 213 152 150 2 7,599 101 7,700 12.66 60.8 17.75 10.79

1962 751 212 159 158 1 7,886 50 7,936 13.25 59.9 17.67 10.58

1963 777 219 170 169 1 7,732 46 7,778 14.16 54.9 18.25 10.02

1964 842 223 188 187 1 8,462 45 8,507 15.66 54.3 18.58 10.09

1965 843 225 190 189 1 7,449 39 7,488 15.83 47.3 18.75 8.87

1966 849 221 188 187 1 8,088 43 8,131 15.66 51.9 18.42 9.56

1967 912 215 196 195 1 7,101 36 7,137 16.33 43.7 17.92 7.83

aNumber of eggs produced during year divided by the average number of layers on hand during year.

bComputed.

cCommercial farms only.

Source: Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture.

~
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rapid expansion of total production, income from eggs has been trending

upwards. However, it should be noted that prices have a very large

effect on income. In years when there were drops of four cents or more

(1959, 1963, 1965, and 1967) in the price for a dozen eggs, there were

significant decreases in income. Thus it would seem that production

increases take place continuously but when the supply of eggs from all

sources is excessively large, the result is a drastic reduction in

prices. The net effect is a decrease in total income despite the

increase in the quantity of eggs sold.

Another way of studying the effect of prices received by farmers is

to look at the total value of the eggs produced by each layer, as shown

in the last column of Table XVI. The total value of eggs produced by

each layer has been declining through the years, despite increasing

productivity per bird, which can only be explained by the reduction in

prices. It is also apparent that prices have been declining at a

greater rate than the rate at which farmers have been able to increase

productivity. Hence, ranchers attempt to make up the deficit by

increasing flock size, thereby, having more layers to yield the same

amount of revenue. However because demand is price inelastic, and

because more eggs are produced, prices fall even more. The net result

is a shifting of the supply curve where more eggs are offered for sale

when prices fall.

Thus it was observed that egg production methods in Hawaii have

undergone substantial changes in years past in terms of size of flocks,

operations, practices, and location. The causes of these changes are

many and varied. The shift in the supply curve and associated
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equivalent income theory are thought to have had a large effect.

A second factor effecting the changes that occurred is in some

ways related to the first. It is the most often expressed reason for

the problems of the egg industry and the primary force which causes

farmers to stop producing or to increase the size of flocks, namely

that local ranchers have a great disadvantage in purchasing two of the

important factors of production - chicks and feed.

The most important factor affecting production cost is feed since

it comprises 50 to 70 percent of the total production costs. While

historical data are not available to show the extent of feed costs in

past years, current feed cost should be an ample illustration of the

inherently higher cost of feed in Hawaii. Table XVII shows the average

price paid by farmers for a ton of laying feed for the months of May

1968 through April 1969 for Hawaii and California. While California

ranchers pay more for their feed than the other major producing areas,

the table shows that Hawaii farmers paid a still higher price, from

$24 to $36 more per ton of feed than California producers. Most of the

difference in price is due to the cost of transferring feed from

California to Hawaii. The cost ranges from a minimrnn of $12 per ton

using the most economical load to a ma}~imum of about $28 per ton

shipping in uneconomic quantities. By shipping in full container loads,

transportation cost for feed should not exceed $17.30 per ton (Table

XVIII). Obviously, transportation is the major cost but other

important ones have a significant effect in raising feed prices. These

costs are not documented but it would appear that the principal ones

were longer marketing channels and extra handling, higher mark-ups to
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TABLE XVII. AVERAGE PRICES PAID BY FARMERS FOR FEED, EGG-FEED
RATIO IN HAWAII AND CALIFORNIA, MAY 1968 TO APRIL 1969

Hawaii California
Month Laying feed Egg-feed Laying feed Egg-feed

price paid ratioa price paid ratioa
$/ton $/ton

May 9B 8.2 71 6.5

June 97 7.8 73 7.0

July 100 7.5 70 7.3

August 102 8.5 69 7.4

September 104 8.5 68 10.4

October 104 8.5 71 9.2

November 104 8.5 71 9.1

December 104 8.5 70 10.1

January 101 8.7 71 10.5

February 102 9.1 70 9.8

March 104 9.1 i2 9.9

April 102 9.5 72 8.3

apounds of laying feed equal in value to one dozen eggs at weighted
local market price.

Source: Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture.



TABLE XVIII. WATER FREIGHT RATES FOR FEED,
CALIFORNIA TO HAWAII, 1968
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Quantity Cost per Cwt Cost per ton

($) ($)

Full container load (23 tons maximum) 0.85 17.30

Partial container load 1.43 28.60

Bulk rate (1,000 tons minimum) 0.60 12.00

Source: Based on interview with Mr. Larry Lee, official for Matson
Navigation Company.
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pay for higher operating costs, increased breakage and deterioration

losses, higher taxes, and greater inventory requirements.

The egg-feed ratio is a better method of measuring the

attractiveness of egg production in a particular area if feed cost is

being used as a measurement. TIle ratio tells the number of pounds of

feed which could be purchased with a dozen eggs at local market price.

A high egg-feed ratio means that feed is cheap relative to the price of

eggs, hence a farmer with a high egg-feed ratio is in a better position.

As Table XVII indicates, Hawaii's egg-feed ratio was higher than

California's during five of the last 12 months observed. J.A. Mollet l

reported similar results in 1958 and 1959. This means that the premium

prices received by local ranchers have been sufficient to offset the

higher cost for feed.

Table XIX shows the higher price paid for chicks by local ranchers

relative to California and the United States. Local producers pay

almost twice as much per chick as do California producers. From 1962

to 1967, chick prices in Hawaii decreased 11.7 percent, from 35.9 cents

to 31.7 cents per chick. During the same period, California chick

prices declined from 27.1 cents to 16.7 cents per chick. Current

transportation cost is two cents per chick minimum and 7.5 cents per

chick maximum. Since the 1967 difference in price between the two areas

is 15 cents, Hawaii chick prices do not reflect California prices plus

transportation cost alone. Other costs which raise the price for chicks

IJ.A. Mollet, Egg Production in Hawaii, Agri. Rpt. No. 47,
University of Hawaii, September 1960, p. 19.



TABLE XIX. AVERAGE CHICK PRICES IN HAWAII, CALIFORNIA,
AND UNITED STATES, 1962 - 1967

Year Hawaii California United States

(cents) (cents) (cents)

1962 35.9 27.1 13.9

1963 34.1 25.6 14.2

1964 32.6 25.6 13.5

1965 32.6 24.0 13.2

1966 31.9 17.4 12.6

1967 31. 7 16.7 11.5

Source: Agricultural Statistics, annual.

49
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in Hawaii include the high price of land, labor costs, taxes, the

increased mortality rate resulting from transportation and handling, and

the small scale of operations. It is important to note that reductions

of California chick prices have not resulted in comparable decreases in

Hawaii. One possible explanation is the lack of incentive for importers

to lower prices because of their oligopoly selling position. Table XX

shows that inshipments of day-old chicks have steadily increased while

the imports of hatching eggs have fluctuated from year to year. Several

firms import day-old chicks but only one imports hatching eggs. Since

the local industry depends upon hatching eggs and chicks from the

mainland almost completely, and since there are only a small number of

hatcheries, very little pressure is placed upon importers to reduce

prices.

At the moment, there are no breeders in Hawaii to produce hatching

eggs. Breeders in the past had low fertility and hatching rates, so

their operations proved uneconomical. Thus it appears that transporta

tion costs account for only a part of the higher cost of feed and chicks

in Hawaii. A second important consideration is the extension of supply

channel when feed, chicks, and hatching eggs pass through wholesalers.

Since local wholesalers face high operating costs, the ~holesale

marketing margin for feed and chicks is substantial.



TABLE XX. CHICKS AND HATCHING EGG INSHIPMENTS FROM ALL SOURCES,
AND EGG TYPE CHICKS PLACED ON FARMS, HAWAII, 1961 - 1967
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Chick Hatching egg Egg type chicks
Year inshipment inshipment placed on farms

(l000) (cases) (1000)

1961 370 5,305 738

1962 304 5,634 854

1963 356 5,576 880

1964 376 6,197 869

1965 425 5,511 808

1966 664 5,477 804

1967 920 2,932 759

Source: Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture.



CHAPTER IV

EGG PRODUCTION COST STUDY ON OAHU

The study on Oahu was designed with the primary objective of

determining the effect of economies of large-scale production. Hence

ranches with over 100 layers were categorized into three strata

according to flock sizes. There were eight small, seven medium, and

13 large size ranchers. A random sample was taken of five farms in each

group and data assembled for each group were averaged. Only four

questionnaires were actually acceptable in the stratum of small ranches.

Using the number of layers as the unit of measurement, at-test

was made to see how the mean of each of the samples compared to the

population of its respective stratum.

t = x - II
S
x

where

x = sample mean

II = population mean

Sx = standard error of the sample mean from
a finite population

Since both the sample and population means were known, a t-value falling

within the range indicated by the t-distribution table (d.f. n-l, P<0.05)

means that there is probably no significant difference between the two

means. The results are shown in Appendix C. The sample from each

stratum was found to represent the population.

For reasons of expediency, data gathered on Oahu were added to

those of Hila and averaged. The data for Hila were published by
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Donoho, Yamamoto, and Tanm~al and revised for this study. To get a

sample representing the state, 53 of the 88 farms extant in 1968 had to

be sampled; 13 on Hawaii, 10 on Maui, 1 on Molokai, 10 on Kauai, and 19

on Oahu. Since resources were unavailable to conduct this complete

survey, it was felt that a study of Oahu ranches added to that already

conducted on Hilo would provide adequate information on production cost

in Hawaii and on the economies of large-scale production.

The most serious error in the combined data due to sampling method

is the existence of a downward bias. That is, if the samples were to

represent the State accurately, a greater number of large farms would

have been included in the survey because these large farms contribute or

have greater effect on the expected variance. However, it would also

mean surveying only one or two of the smaller ranches since they have a

negligible effect on the variance. Such a small sample size would be

inappropriate for the desired comparisons of production costs relative

to flock size. Since doing both simultaneously would be extremely

cumbersome, the studies on Oahu and Hilo were deemed adequate.

The data were compiled during the month of November 1968 and no

attempt was made to adjust the figures to reflect the "average" month.

Such an adjustment was felt unnecessary since November production was

not excessively low and egg prices were not too high. R.D. Diekmann2

has computed a three year average index of price and production of eggs

IDonoho, Yamamoto, and Tanaka, Egg Production Cost in Hilo.

2R.D. DiekIl'ann, The Effect of Egg Imports on the Price
Differential Between l,ocal and Imported Eggs, Master of Science thesis,
University of Hawaii, in process.
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in Hawaii. His report showed the index of production for eggs to be 99

and the index of prices to be 105 for the month of November. Since the

seasonal fluctuations of production and prices were 99 to 104 for egg

production and 89 to 110 for prices, those reported for November were

not so excessive as to warrant adjustment, particularly since the indexes

were computed ex post facto and are of dubious forecasting value. Also

it is not known whether the ranchers interviewed were having a high

production year or not. Hence the data were used without adjustments.

The results of the survey were compared with similar information

collected by the State Department of Agriculture for verification and

reliability. The comparisons were enlightening. For example, the state

reported November production to be 17.28 dozens per layer while this

study showed 17.34 dozens per hen. The result also compares favorably

with the state production estimate of all ranches having more than 100

layers on Oahu for the month of December which was 17.73 3 For the above

reasons, it was felt that no adjustment of the data was needed.

INTERNAL ECONO~1IES OF LARGE-SCALE EGG PRODUCTION ON OAHU

In analyzing the internal economies of large-scale production, a

budget of the average of each size of ranch was constructed. Data for

the budgets were gathered through interviews with ranchers, then

compiled and divided by the number of ranchers interviewed in each

stratum.

3Month1y data reported by the State
estimates based on a stratified survey.
year, a survey is done of all ranches to
in operation and whether the size of the

Department of Agriculture are
However, in December of each
see whether farms are still
farm has changed.
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The results of the survey are shown in Table XXI, which is

separated into five parts:

1. Size of farm

2. Investment

3. Cash expenses

4. Income

5. Non-cash expenses

Size of Farm

The average number of layers on the large farms was 40,000, which

produced about 691,950 dozens of eggs annually. The average for a

medium size ranch was 8,800 layers which produced 155,305 dozens of

eggs, while the average for a small farm was 2,446 layers producing

32,939 dozens of eggs. The amount of land used for egg production was

10.2 acres, 3.2 acres, and 1.7 acres for the large, medium and small

ranches respectively. Large ranches used the available land much more

intensively, housing 3,921 layers on an acre while medium and small

ranches had 2,750 and 1,438 layers per acre. Dividing the total number

of eggs sold by the number of layers resulted in eggs sold per layer of

207, 211, and 201 for large, medium, and small farms. Number of eggs

sold per layer was expected to be slightly lower than production but not

to the extent recorded. Further inquiry suggests the reason that some

farmers were "force molting" part of their flock in anticipation of

higher prices. Six of the farmers interviewed practiced force molting

although it is not known how many layers actually were being molted

when the survey was conducted. Also, since the study was done only for
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TABLE XXI. EGG PRODUCTION COST STUDY ON OAHU, AVERAGES, NOVEMBER 1968

Average of flock sizes
Less than 5,000- Over

5,000 14,999 15,000

SIZE OF FARM
Number of layers 2,446 8,800 40,000
Acres of land 1.7 3.2 10.2
Total eggs sold (doz.) 32,939 155,305 691,950
Eggs sold per layer 201 211 207

INVESTMENT
Land 12,230 23,396 34,710
Layers 4,892 17,600 80,000
Pullets 1,189 3,628 19,980
Chicks 196 663 2,462
Buildings 2,500 7,906 39,900
Machinery & Equipment 1,500 1,677 7,920
Automobile & Trucks 186 600 5,900

Total 22,693 55,470 190,872

EXPENSES
Feed 13,586 49,542 220,638
Chicks and pullets 1,032 3,492 19,203
Salaries 46 8,638 50,402
Land 0 0 4,908
Others 501 3,965 25,300

Total cash cost 15,165 65,637 320,451

Depreciation 418 1,018 5,372

Total cash and depreciation costs 15,583 66,655 325,823

INC0l1ES
Eggs 20,600 70,117 339,695
Poultry 1,200 3,150 8,250
Others 60 50 0

Total income 21,860 73,318 347,945

NET FARM INCOME 6,277 6,663 22,122

NON-CASH COST
Interest on investment 1,588 3,883 13,361
Unpaid family labor 4,280 2,580 2,190

RETURN TO MANAGEMENT 409 200 6,571

Source: Interviews with local producers.
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one month, there was no way of knowing when the layers were taken out

of production. A subsequent review of prices shows that the ranchers

were justified in molting layers (if in fact they did) since retail

prices did rise rapidly from about 59 cents per dozen large Grade A

eggs in November to ahout 68 cents in February and March. This does

not imply that producers have forecasting powers. The price increase

could just as well have been caused, in part at least, by a shortage of

eggs brought about by withholding layers for force molting as well as

the seasonal fluctuations. It may also have been caused by decrease in

mainland imports. The point is that the rate of lay in the month when

data were collected was extremely low and deserved greater attention

and possible explanation.

Investment

LAYERS. All hens over 24 weeks of age were considered as layers.

Since 20 weeks old pullets were being sold for $2.00 per bird, layers

were valued at $2.00.

LAND. Only land used for the production, processing, and selling

of eggs was included. Open areas used for the disposal of manure and

those contiguous to the ranch and not used for any other purpose of

crop or livestock production were considered part of the farm. These

open spaces were considered necessary for egg production since no other

means are available to the farmer to dispose of the manure and it would

be impractical to dump manure next to a house or near to neighbors. A

good sanitary practice would dictate that the manure be dumped in

isolated areas.
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Owned land was valued at current market price ~nd classed as an

investment. Since the money spent to buy the land can be used for other

investments or put into the bank, the opportunity cost was estimated at

7 percent (the current interest paid on saving accounts) and included as

interest on investment.

BUILDINGS. All buildings necessary for the production of eggs were

estimated at present value. Estimates of original costs, age,

maintenance costs, and present value were requested from the ranchers.

Information on type of bUildings, construction materials, and dimensions

were also requested so that the respondents' answers could be verified,

and to assist the interviewer in making the estimation in cases where

the ranchers were not able to do so.

The cost of building standard laying cages at current price levels

was obtained from a poultry equipment supplier in Honolulu and is shown

below.

TABLE XXII. BUILDING COST FOR LAYING CAGES IN HONOLULU, 1969

Size of ranch - layers

Materials (square feet)

Construction cost (square feet)

Total cost (square feet)

5,000

$1.00

2.00

$3.00

20,000

$ .85

2.00

$2.85

100,000

$ .75

2.00

$2.75

Source: Correspondence with local poultry equipment supplier.
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The cost is what a rancher must pay today if he wishes to build a laying

cage. On a per-bird basis, the cost was estimated to be as follows:

Building complete (12" x 18") $2.80 average per bird

Concrete floor 1.00 average per bird

Water feeder .75 average per bird

Automatic augur system .75 average per bird

Total $5.30 average per bird

All ranches interviewed used wire cages although the size of the cages

varied substantially. All ranches used individual cages (of various

dimensions) although a few also had colony type cages.

MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT, AND VEHICLES. An assessment of machinery,

equipment, and vehicles was made in similar fashion. Estimates of

present value, original costs, age, size, and maintenance costs were

requested from the ranchers. If such information was not known, the

interviewer made the estimate.

Cash Expenses

SALARIES. All salaries and wages paid by the ranch were classed

as cash expenses. If family and manager's labor were explicitly paid

for, they were included as salaries. Unpaid labor was a non-cash

expense.

CHICKS AND PULLETS. Cost of flock replacement includes chicks and

pullets. Naturally, this method of accounting resulted in a higher cost

for flock replacements if pullets were purchased for replacements and a

lower figure for those other costs normally incurred to raise chicks to
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laying age. Only one rancher who had a large farm purchased pullets.

Chicks were classed as all birds still in the brooder pen. On

ranches where the operation consisted of replacements to be raised from

brooders to laying cages, birds less than 4 weeks old were considered

as chicks. 4

LAND. Leased land was classed as a cash expense since the cost

was borne by the rancher himself. Only three of the 14 ranches

interviewed leased land for egg production and all were large size farms.

Income

EGGS. Proceeds from all eggs sold were classed as income. Eggs

consumed on the farm were evaluated at the average farm price and

included as income.

POULTRY. Proceeds from all poultry meat sold as well as the value

of such meat consumed on the farm valued at the average price were

classed as income from poultry.

NET FARM INCOME. Net farm income was computed as the total income

receipts minus cash and depreciation costs. It is the sum of

management income plus the value of the family unpaid labor plus

interest on investment.

MANAGEMENT INCOME. Management income was computed as the amount

remaining after all costs (cash and non-cash costs) were deducted.

4The classification of chicks range from three to eight weeks old
birds. In warmer climates such as Hawaii 5 the bird matures faster and
can be moved into intermediate growing houses when four weeks of age.
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Non-cash Expenses

DEPRECIATION. Buildings, equipment, machinery, and vehicles were

depreciated in a straight-line manner for 10 years. The useful life of

the investment inventory of 10 years was selected arbitrarily by the

author after talking to ranchers. The age of buildings currently on the

ranches range from four to 30 years. Since the greatest expenditure for

depreciable investment is buildings, and since it was felt that, on the

average, the buildings will be used for another 10 years, all depreciable

investments were assumed to ha.ve a life expectancy of 10 years.

It was also assumed that there was no salvage value for the

bUildings and equipment.

INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS. The amount of return one expects in any

business usually depends on the degree of risk associated with the

enterprise. If the return desired cannot be obtained, economics

dictates that the owner of the capital would be better off selling the

business and investing the money in another operation that will return

what is satisfactory. In this study, seven percent was set as a

justifiable expectation of the average rate of return on stock,

buildings, equipment, and land since that rate was close to the usual

interest obtainable from the banks.

UNPAID FAMILY LABOR. Any labor prOVided by family members or the

operator of the ranch not paid for by the ranch was valued at $1.50 an

hour and accounted for as unpaid labor. The price for unpaid labor was

set at $1.50, the same figure used in the studies in Hi10 and

California.
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ANALYSIS OF THE ECONOMIES OF LARGE-SCALE PRODUCTION

The budget presented in Table XXI is helpful in gaining an over-all

view of the industry according to flock sizes. It shows what costs are

involved in egg production and it demonstrates the relative importance

of each cost and return item in terms of dollars. However, it has little

analytical relevance in discovering weak and strong points of egg

production relative to flock size. For this analysis, the appropriate

method is to view the entire operation as a technical unit - one layer.

INCOME

On a per-hen basis, the small farms returned the largest total

income while the medium farms returned the least. The reason for the

success of the small farms lies in their large income from poultry

sales. Small farms slaughter, process and sell their culled hens, and

in doing so receive a higher return from the sale of poultry. Large

farms sell their culled hens live to poultry processors and receive

justifiably less.

Farmers who did not process their eggs before sale earned the least

amount of money from egg sales. Four of the five medium size farms sold

their eggs to wholesalers. Sin~e they did not process the eggs before

selling, they were paid a lower price. The majority of the other

ranches studied (four of the five large and three of the four small

ranches) processed their eggs and marketed them directly to retailers.
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Cash and Depreciation Costs

Total per layer cash cost increaseu with flock size. Three major

cost items accounted for most of the rise in cost: stock replacements,

labor cost, and miscellaneous costs. Feed and depreciation costs did

not always decrease with increased flock size.

FEED COST

Feed cost shows some expected and some unexpected features. The

largest farms were expected to spend less per layer for feed than either

the medium or small size farms. The data were consistent insofar as

the farms with the largest flocks spent $5.51 per layer for feed,

approximately four to nine cents less per layer than the other hlO flock

sizes. However, it was surprising that a small farm spends about seven

cents less per layer on feed than a medium farm~ resulting in lower

productivity of the small ranches. Table XXIII shows that the small

farms sold the least number of eggs per layer while the medium farms

sold the largest number of eggs per layer. Productivity is positively

correlated to feed consumption. Since hens on the small ranches

produced fewer eggs, they required less feed resulting in lower feed

cost.

There is no doubt that the feed price structure favors the large

operator. For example, one feed supplier offers the following discounts

to customers:

24 tons per load

200 tons per month

$2.00 reduction per ton

$4.00 reduction per ton
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TABLE XXIII. EGG PRODUCTION COSTS PER LAYER ON OAHU,
BY SIZE OF FARM, NOVEMBER, 1968

Size of farms
Less than 5,000- Over

5,000 14 2999 15 2000
($) ($) ($)

INCOME PER LAYERa
Egg sales 8.42 7.96 8.49
Poultry sales .49 .35 .20
Other income .02 .01 0

Total income 8.93 8.32 8.69

CASH AND DEPRECIATION
COSTS PER LAYER

Feed 5.55 5.62 5.51
Stock replacements .42 .39 .48
Miscellaneous costs .20 .45 .63
Depreciation .17 .11 .13
Hired labor .01 .98 1.26
Land 0 0 .12

Total expenses 6.35 7.55 8.13

NET FARM INCOME 2.58 .77 .56

NON-CASH COSTS
Family labor 1.74 .29 .05
Interest on investment .64 .44 .33

MANAGEMENT INCOME .20 .04 .18

aThere is no record of stock inventory change.

Source: Interviews with Oahu producers.
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In addition, there is a one percent reduction if the bill is paid within

ten days. Also, if the farm is located within certain established

boundaries near Honolulu, the cost to transfer the feed is lower. For

instance:

Zone I

Zone II

$3.03 per ton transfer cost

$3.60 per ton transfer cost

Further study revealed that medium size ranches are also too small to

qualify for any of the available discounts (Table XXIV). Feed was

delivered to these farms about once a week in 7.25 ton loads. Total

delivery for a month amounted to an average of 39 tons, far below the

minimum requirements for discounts. Hence as far as discounts are

concerned the medium size ranch has no advantage over the small ranch.

It was found that only the very large farms could obtain any

discounts. To be able to have $4.00 off per ton, a farmer must purchase

more than 200 tons of feed per month. Of the farms included in the

study only two (50,000 plus layers) were large enough to take advantage

of this discount. Only one was able to receive the additional $2.00

discount when loads of 24 tons were made. Most farmers lacked

sufficient facilities to store feed at the farm in great quantities.

Hence feed was delivered two, three, or four times a week in smaller

loads. Table XXIV shows that on the average, large farms paid $100.93

per ton for feed while medium and small farms paid $115.75 and $114.54

respectively. These price differences could not be fully explained by

discounts, which offered only a possible reason but were insufficient

to provide the complete answer.
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TABLE XXIV. FEED PURCHASING OPERATIONS ON OAHU,
BY SIZE OF FARMS, NOVEMBER, 1968

Size of farms
Less than 5,000- Over Average

5,000 14,999 15,000 all farms

Number of deliveries
per year 30 59 146 79

Tons feed purchased
per year 122 428 2,186 968

Average tonnage per
delivery 4.06 7.25 14.97 12.25

Total feed cost
per year 13,974 49,542 220,638 100,485

Cost per ton feed $114.54 $115.75 $100.93 $103.71

Source: Interviews with Oahu producers.
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STOCK REPLACEMENTS

Cost for stock replacements showed an increase with flock size.

Discussion with chick suppliers on Oahu indicated that discounts are

available to ranchers, particularly if they are large and have access to

capital. For example, sexed chicks sell for 44 cents each per hundred

if less than 400 are purchased per transaction. If more than 400 are

bought, the price is reduced to 43 cents per chick. Another penny

discount is given if chicks are ordered on a yearly schedule, that is,

if a rancher assures the hatchery of buying a given number of chicks

throughout the year. An additional penny discount is given if purchases

are paid for within five days.

The high average replacement cost for the large farms was due to

one large farm purchasing started pullets for stock replacements. This

farm's purchases alone were sufficient to cause the statistical increase.

Since medium farms purchased only chicks, as did small farms, the cost

to medium farms was lower than for small farms.

None of the ranchers purchased hatching eggs. Straight-run chicks

were pu~chased by only one medium size ranch. Straight-run chicks were

sold for half the price of sexed chicks. Discounts were available for

sexed as well as straight-run chicks.

HIRED LABOR

The higher labor cost on large ranches was due to two factors:

a) higher wages for better qualified workers, and b) non-family labor.

Flock size typically increased on farms operated by competent managers.
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As flock size increased, more and more laborers were hired for more

specialized jobs which called for better trained workers. Three of the

large farms were corporations while all medium and small farms were

individually owned. Family labor was more likely to be accounted for

and charged as a cash expense on the corporate farms. No longer did

the family provide cheap labor. 5 Since higher paid and better trained

people and less unpaid family labor were the result of increased flock

size, there was an increase in labor cost on these establishments.

The labor efficiency resulting from increased flock size was not

reflected in labor cost but in the number of hours expended per layer.

A compilation of the total number of hours of labor utilization is

summarized in Table XXV.

The amount of labor needed per layer declined with increased flock

size. Small farms used more labor to perform each operation. Large

farms managed to reduce the amount of labor needed for feeding, egg

processing, and egg gathering operations by mechanization. Very little

labor was needed for slaughtering operations as large farms usually did

not slaughter culled hens but rather sold entire flocks to poultry

processors.

OTHER COSTS

Other costs also showed an increase with flock size. Since the

data were not collected through examination of ranchers' tax returns and

5Large farms operated entirely by one family still have unpaid
labor. However, if two or more families are involved, there is a
tendency to eliminate unpaid family labor and to pay each member of the
family his regular wage.
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TABLE XXV. LABOR USED BY OAHU EGG PRODUCERS, BY TYPE OF
OPERATION AND SIZE OF FARM, NOVEMBER 1968

Size of farms
Type of Operation Less than 5,000- Over Average

5.000 14.999 15.000 all farms
hr/1ayer hr/1ayer hr/1ayer hr/1ayer

Pick-up & delivery .0735 .0490 .0428 .0457

Slaughtering .0570 .0329 .0090 .0164

Cleaning & washing cages .0598 .0235 .0259 .0270

Debeaking .0183 .0105 .0046 .0065

Feeding .2784 .1078 .0583 .0796

Egg gathering .3110 .1119 .0961 .1088

Egg processing .3607 .1866 .1293 .1528

Others .0083 .0004

Total 1.1670 .5222 .3660 .4372

Source: Interviews with Oahu producers.
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since the questionnaire neglected to detail all the other costs, one

can only speculate on some of the possible reasons for the results

obtained.

1. Operators of small ranchers may have overlooked or

underestimated other costs. For instance, cost of an

automobile, utilities, insurance, and taxes which should be

accounted to the business as well as the home may have been

overlooked or underestimated as a business expense.

2. Some costs may actually be higher for large farms. For

example, large flocks have a greater chance of having

epidemics. Hence managers place more emphasis on vaccine and

medication than operators of small ranches.

DEPRECIATION

Depreciation was discussed in detail earlier. The high

depreciation on small farms Tvas due to the relatively large investment

for buildings, equipment, and machines. Since most producers processed

their eggs, additional building space and equipment were required which

raised investment and depreciation costs. The high depreciation figure

for the large ranches was due to a recent sizable investment made by

one farm.

LAND

Cost of land was a cash expense only if the land was leased or

rented. Since only three large farms leased land, no expense was
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recorded for the small and medium size farms. Mortgage payments anQ

interest~ and taxes on land were summed under other costs.

Non-cash Costs

The total expense per layer rose with increased flock size. Large

farms spent $8.14 per layer while medium and small farms spent only

$7.57 and $6.37 per layer. Since income per layer was $8.69, $8.33 and

$8.93 for large, medium, and small farms, respectively, net farm income

was $0.55, $0.75, and $2.56. But since net income also included unpaid

family labor and interest on investment, these non-cash costs were

deducted from per layer net farm income.

UNPAID FAMILY LABOR

For reasons of consistency and compatibility with other available

data, family labor was assessed at $1.50 per hour. Small farms were

run entirely with unpaid family and operators' labor, resulting in the

high input of $1.74 per layer. Unpaid family labor cost on medium and

large ranches was $0.29 and $0.05 per layer, respectively.

INTEREST ON INVESTMENT

As stated previously, small farms have a large amount of capital

tied up in land, building and equipment in relation to the number of

layers. Large farms have reduced their land investments significantly

by producing on leased land. The net result was that large farms had

a smaller cost ($0.33) to deduct for interest on investment than small
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farms ($0.64). The medium size farms remained in the center with $0.44

per layer. Thus, the biggest inroad in reducing costs by enlarging

flock sizes resulted from decreasing non-cash costs. Although large

farms had the smallest net income with $0.55 per layer, management

income was largest with $0.17 per layer. The small farms, with a very

large $2.56 net income per layer actually made $0.16 per layer after

$2.38 was deducted for non-cash costs. The farms with medium size

flocks returned the least to management with only $0.02 per layer.

Evaluating the Results

Noting the number of individual inconsistencies in the data

gathered, many of which may be due to inaccurate information or

insufficiently large sampJing, it was thought that a more effective

means of illustrating the portent of the study would be to organize the

findings in each category by creating an ideal, synthetic unit

representing an average operation. To demonstrate the expected results

of increased flock size and to eliminate some of the factors due to

chance, data for three hypothetical ranches with 3,000, 9,000, and

27,000 layers were synthesized.

It is assumed that the three ranches are to be built in Ewa, Oahu.

Since the ranches are newly constructed and since only current prices

are used for computations, investments are exceptionally high. The high

initial investment cost resulted in a prohibitive per layer production

cost for small ranches because fixed cost had to be spread over a small

number of layers. However, the construction of completely new ranches

eliminates variation in investment and depreciation due to the wide
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range of types and age of buildings and equipment. Details for the

hypothetical ranches are in Appendix D. The final result shows that egg

production cost per layer for the 3,000, 9,000, and 27,000 hen ranches

are $10.85, $9.18, and $8.38, respectively. Reduction in per-unit cost

is significant due to internal economies of large-scale production.

To evaluate the total impact of egg prices and egg production per

layer on increased flock size, Figure 1 was drawn. The horizontal lines

indicate egg production costs for the three ranches. The diagonal lines

represent four production rates of 215, 219, 223, and 227 eggs per layer.

The intersections of the cost of production and the rate of production

lines indicate the various egg prices necessary for the respective

ranches to break even. Note that as production per layer increases,

as indicated by a shift of the diagonal lines, egg prices necessary to

break even are lower. Replotting the break-even points to Figure 2,

which has egg production per layer on the vertical axis, the break-even

curve is traced out. The curve shows the egg price-productivity

combinations necessary for a ranch of a given size to break even.

Assume the farmer has 27,000 layers and the average annual price of

eggs is $.45 per dozen. The break-even curve indicates that the hens

must lay 223 eggs annually for the rancher to break even. Note that the

break-even curve of the 27,000 bird ranch lies to the left of that of

the ranch with 9,000 hens. Thus for any given egg price, ranches with

large flocks can break even with smaller output per layer. It would

also seem natural to assume that since large ranches are able to break

even at lower prices for the various production rates, their ability to

remain in business during low price periods is improved. The break-even
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curve for the small ranch is not shown because the break-even points do

not intersect in the relevant price range.

Another approach in reviewing the effect of changes within the egg

industry is commonly referred to as the marginal analysis. Although

many factors may be considered, only four important ones are presented.

The data are derived for the three hypothetical ranches. All figures

represent savings or increases in gross income.

Change in Gross Income Per Year

Sma.ll Medium Large
Ranch Ranch Ranch

$547 $1,642 $4,927 For each one cent per dozen increase
in egg price.

230 690 2,070 For each 2-egg increase in production
per layer.

157 472 1,417 For each $1.00 reduction in cost of a
ton of feed.

150 450 1,350 For each one pound less feed consumed
per layer per year (assuming no change
in the feed-conversion ratio).

It appears that farmers have several alternative ways to increase gross

income. Since egg prices have the greatest effect on poultry farm

income, if farmers can incorporate efficiencies by flock expansion while

maintaining or increasing price their cash income position will be

stronger. And if the expanding farm also reduces cost per layer, as

should reasonably be expected, competitive strength will be improved.

However, the conclusions represent only what may be expected if the

hypothetical ranches were to be built new. It does not reflect the

existing situation in Hawaii where expenditures for fixed assets were
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made years ago. Capital sunk in buildings and equipment with no salvage

value has little relevance to the rancher in this case. In the current

situation, production decisions may be based entirely on whether marginal

revenue is greater than marginal cost. The hypothetical ranches do not

necessarily prove that small ranches should not be in the egg business,

but they do show that additional expenditure in egg production is high

and must be spread over a large number of layers if per-unit cost is to

be reduced to a competitive range. The inconsistencies in cost

reductions due to economies of scale tend to indicate that profits may

be determined more by management proficiency, availability of resources,

and marketing outlets than by scale of plant relative to unit cost of

production. The study seems to indicate that economies of scale are not

very large and can be erased b~ poor management or poor marketing

although the cost reducing effects of pecuniary and technological savings

associated with large operations do offer incentives to producers to

expand flock size. This study did not show conclusively that increasing

flock size will reduce cash cost but it did show that non-cash cost

would decline. It also showed that because of the price structure of

feed and chick supplies, these major cash costs should decline with

increased flock size. Labor cost, on the other hand, was shown to

increase with flock size but labor efficiency increased also.



CHAPTER V

THE COMPETITIVE POSITION OF THE HAWAII EGG INDUSTRY

The study of the possible effects of expanding flock size in Hawaii

was made with the specific objective of relating the findings of

increased flock size with the competitive position of the local egg

industry and to gather information on Oahu where none was available

previously. Combining this study on Oahu with the study done in Hilo

yields better cross-sectional data on the cost of producing eggs in

Hawaii. Using the two studies, it is then possible to assess the

competitive strength of the Hawaii egg industry against that of

California.

There are many factors affecting the competitive position of an

egg industry. The importance of each factor varies with the region's

inherent as well as developed advantages. This report centers around

the assumption that the following factors peculiar to Hawaii may have

important effects on the Hawaii egg industry's competitive position

relative to California.

1. High prices for chicks.

2. High prices for feed.

3. Small size of flocks.

4. Low returns from egg production relative to other activities.

5. Less aggressive marketing policies.

6. Poor coordination of production, input supplying, and

marketing activities.

7. Inefficient assembly and packing operations.
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8. Low egg quality.

9. Longer and more complex marketing channels for mainland eggs

sold in Hawaii.

For this report, the nine factors will be separated into two groups:

egg production factors, which includes the first four considerations on

the list, and egg marketing factors, the last five on the list.

EFFECTS OF EGG PRODUCTION FACTORS ON CO}IPETITIVE STRENGTH IN HAWAII

The study of the cost of producing eggs in Hi10 is used to

supplement the study conducted on Oahu. Since Hi10 is the population

center of Hawaii county and since 29 of the 34 ranches in the county are

located in or within 15 minutes of Hi10, eight ranches in the vicinity

of that city were used as a sample of Hawaii county. The Honolulu data

are the averages of the 14 ranches presented in the section on flock

size. The comparisons of California with Hawaii have some limitations

as to the degree of accuracy but the errors are not thought to be so

great as to rule out analytical interpretation.

Table XXVI contains the summary of the poultry management studies

in California and Hawaii. Obviously, since 75 percent of the layers

involved in the study are on Oahu, the figures are weighted toward Oahu.

The same applies to San Diego in the California data.

Feed Cost

Hawaii ranches are much smaller than those in California, averaging

about 14,488 layers per flock while California's averaged 36,999 per



TABLE XXVI. SUMMARY OF POULTRY MANAGEMENT STUDIES IN CALIFORNIA AND HAWAII, AVERAGES

Riverside Totals Totals
Counties & Orange San Diegoa Sonomaa & Averagesa Hi10b Hono1uluc and averages

Thousands of hens involved
Number of records
Average number of hends per flock

Eggs laid per hen, hen-day basis
Eggs sold per hen

Average price of feed per Owt.
Pounds feed per hen
Hours of labor per hen

Average price per dozen eggs

Net cost per dozen

Management Income per Dozen

Income per hen from eggs
Poultry sales
Miscellaneous income, manure, etc.
Increase in poultry stock inventory

Total income per hen

Feed cost per hen
Poultry stock bought
Miscellaneous costs
Hired labor
Value of operator's labor
Depreciation
Interest on investment

Total expense per hen

Management income per hen

Farm income per hen

189,413
7

27,059

225
225

$3.26
105
.29

25.5c

26.5

-1.0

$4.76
.10
.01

-.12

$4.75

$3.42
.23
.39
.28
.20
.17
.25

$4.94

-.19

+.26

1,106,512
25

44,261

239
243

$3.24
87

24.8c

26.6

-1.8

$5.00
.20

-.19

$5.01

$3.57
.44
.31
.41
.02
.16
.19

$5.10

-.09

+.12

147,035
7

21,005

223
224

$3.47
107
.35

28.0c

27.3

+.7

$5.24
.11
.01

+.18

$5.54

$3.72
.53
.30
.38
.19
.15
.14

$5.41

+.13

+.46

1,442,960
39

36,999

229
231

$3.32
100

26.1c

26.8

-.7

$5.00
.13
.01

-.04

$5.10

$3.57
.40
.33
.36
.14
.16
.19

$5.15

-.05

+.28

64,952
8

8,119

216

49.3c

53.3

-4.0

$8.89
.41
.17

N.R.

$9.47

$5.53
.44

2.20
.34
.47
.33
.26

$9.57

-.10

+.63

253,784
14

18,127

208

$5.18
106
.41

48.4c

49.0

-0.6

$8.39
.24

<.01
N.R.

$8.64

$5.53
.46
.67

1.16
.16
.13
.36

$8.47

+.17

+.69

318,736
22

14,488

209

48.6c

49.9

-1.3

$8.49
.27
.03

N.R.

$8.79

$5.53
.45
.98
.99
.22
.17
.34

$8.68

+.11
+.67

aSource: 1967 Poultry Situation and Cost Studies, 19th Year Summary, Sonoma County, University of California, 1968.

bSource: Derived from Egg Production Cost Study - Hi10 Area.

cSource: Interviews with Oahu produce~s.

......
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flock. Number of eggs sold, an approximation of production rate, is

significantly smaller in Hawaii, with only 209 eggs per layer compared

to 231 eggs per layer in California. Despite the lower production rate,

average feed consumption per layer in Hawaii is 106 pounds, about the

same as Riverside and Orange counties with 105 pounds, and Sonoma county

with 107 pounds. Price of feed is much higher in Hawaii so when cost of

feed is compared on a per layer basis, Hilo and Honolulu ranchers spend

about $1.93 more on each layer than do California ranchers.

However, it was brought out that the egg-feed ratio favored Hawaii

in some months and California in others, so that another indicator of

Hawaii's advantage or dispdvantage was needed. A good indicator of the

future of any livestock industry is a comparison of the livestock

feed-conversion ratio to the livestock feed-transportation cost ratio. l

The livestock feed-conversion ratio is the number of pounds of feed

required to produce a pound of product, in this case eggs. The

livestock feed-transportation cost ratio is the transportation cost per

pound of egg divided by the transportation cost per pound of feed. Egg

production will tend to be located near the feed source when the

livestock feed-conversion ratio is larger than the livestock feed-

transportation ratio. If livestock feed-conversion is smaller than the

livestock feed-transportation cost ratio, production tends to be

located away from the source of feed.

lJ.B. Siebert, A Market Study of Corn Production in California,
Info. Series in Agr. Econ. No. 67-3, University of California,
December 1967, p. 8.
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TABLE XXVII. COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE OF SHIPPING FEED
VERSUS EGGS: CALIFORNIA TO HAWAII, 1968

Livestock
feed-conversion
ratio for eggs

Livestock feed-transportation rati~

$12.00/ton $17.30/ton

4.2 8.23 5.71

Table XXVII shows the livestock feed-transportation cost ratio and

the livestock feed-conversion ratio. To compute the transportation

ratios, transfer cost per pound of egg was assumed to be $0.0494, the

lowest rate charged by Matson Navigation Company for a full container

of eggs. Feed transportation rates were assumed to be $12.00 per ton

for bulk loads and $17.30 per ton for full containers. 2 As the ratios

show, 4.2 pounds of feed are required to produce one pound of eggs but

it cost 5.71 and 8.23 times as much to transport a pound of eggs as it

does to ~ransport a pound of feed. Therefore, it is economically more

efficient to ship feed from California to Hawaii than to ship eggs.

At present no feed dealer in Hawaii is importing bulk feed because

of the added cost incurred for handling and storage. Bulk feed must be

transferred from the ship into containers at the docks, and from there

carried to the mill. Further study in this area of feed imports is

needed as very little information is available. However, should it be

economically feasible to import bulk feed, only the very large feed

dealers would be able to obtain this low rate due to the 1,000 tons

2Mr. Larry Lee, freight office, Matson Navigation Company.
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minimum load requirement. Assuming 106 pounds per layer consumption

rate, and importing once a month, such a load would be equivalent to

shipping feed for about 226,500 layers a month. Since Hawaii had only

about 912,000 layers in 1967, this means importing feed for 24 percent

of the layers in the State. Clearly, the lowest rate is not available

to an individual rancher.

Stock Replacement Cost

Stock replacement costs range from $0.44 in Hilo to $0.46 in

Honolulu for an average of $0.45 per layer for the State. Stock

replacement costs in California range from a low of $0.23 in Riverside

and Orange counties to a high of $0.53 in Sonoma. The average for the

three California studies is $0.40 or $0.05 less than Hawaii. The small

difference between the two states is interesting since chicks alone cost

$0.15 more in Hawaii. However, the wide range of replacement costs

shown between California counties gives a clue for this irregularity.

More California ranchers replace their laying flock with started pullets

than do Hawaii producers. Since pullets cost more than chicks, their

replacement costs are higher. However, 20 week-old started pullets cost

only $1.55 to $1.60 in California, while they cost $2.00 in Hawaii, which

may account for the rarity of this practice in Hawaii.

Small Size of Flocks

The study in the previous chapter found thac increased flock size

can help individual farmers increase or maintain income. But Table XXVI
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shows that Hawaii ranches are much. smaller than those in California.

By counties, the average number of hens per flock ranged from 21,005 to

44,261 in California. Hi10 county averaged only 8,119 hens per flock

while Honolulu county averaged 18,127 layers. As a result, it can be

expected that production costs would be higher in Hawaii, which is

exactly what the study did indicate, showing total egg production

expense per layer averaging $9.57 in Hi10 and $8.47 in Honolulu county.

Production expenses in California ranged from $.94 to $5.41 per hen.

However, it is extremely difficult to determine what portion of these

costs is due to smaller flock size and what portion is due to the added

cost of shipping input factors to Hawaii. Thus no conclusion can be

drawn on the effect of flock size differences between the two areas.

The study in Honolulu and the hypothetical ranches do indicate

potential benefits associated with large flocks. Increasing flock

sizes in Hawaii would therefore increase competitive strength, provided

that California ranches remained unchanged. However, historical data

show that California ranchers have increased flock sizes also. Thus one

evident conclusion is that further enlargement of flock size is called

for just to keep pace with California. Fortunately, competitive

strength is the result of many factors, of which large flock size is

only one.

The situation for Hawaii is not so gloomy if we analyze the income

side of the picture. Although costs are higher, income generated from

one layer is also higher. Hawaii producers receive more money from

eggs and meat from each bird to compensate for the higher production

cost. The high prices of eggs and poultry meat in Hawaii enable ranchers
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to receive $8.49 and $0.27 respectively from eggs and meat from each

layer. Total income generated from each layer amounts to $8.79, or

about $3.69 more than that earned by ranchers in California. The net

result indicates that Hawaii producers, on the average, are making more

profits per layer than their counterparts in California. Hilo and

Honolulu ranchers have farm incomes per hen of $0.63 and $0.69

respectively. San Diego, Riverside and Orange, and Sonoma ranchers have

farm incomes of $0.12, $0.26 and $0.26 respectively. Management income

per layer is minus $0.09, minus $0.19, and plus $0.13 for the three

counties while management income for Hilo and Honolulu is minus $0.10

and plus $0.17. The low returns to Hilo ranchers are partly due to the

extra costs of transporting and marketing their eggs in Honolulu, as

well as to smaller flock size.

EFFECTS OF EGG MAF~ETING FACTORS ON COMPETITIVE STRENGTH IN HAWAII

Since egg marketing factors are interdependent and overlap one

another so that they cannot be easily segregated, only two factors

believed to have major effects on the strength of the local egg industry

are dealt with in this section.

Length and Complexity of the Marketing Channels

Local producers must receive a premium price to cover higher

production costs. The dependency upon higher prices presents the

greatest risk to local farmers since eggs which are produced at a much

lower cost in California are imported. Although imports amount to only
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five percent of the total market supply, the share imported could be

expanded if local producers do not continue to reduce per unit cost to

match reductions by California ranchers. Typically, ranchers in Hawaii

receive $0.10 less per dozen than does the wholesaler. 3 Since eggs are

not cleaned and graded, this processing is done by wholesalers. Of the

$0 0 10 processing cost, about $0.03 is for the carton. Carton prices

range according to the quantity purchased, material, printing costs,_

and distance of delivery. However, they do not normally cost more than

$0.04 nor less than $0.025 and, on the average, most ranchers and

processors pay $0.03 per carton. 4 Processing cost of washing, grading,

and packing accounts for the remaining $0.07 per dozen eggs. Retail

mark-up is usually about $0.02 per dozen for large eggs although it may

go as high as five cents per dozen.

For farmers wishing to process their own eggs but still market

through a wholesaler, a different agreement might be reached. For

example, a farmer may be supplied with cartons and paid $0.08 less than

the wholesale price. Since there might be a chance to utilize unpaid

family labor, the processing of eggs fits into the production effort

and the receipt of $0.02 more per dozen eggs would go to the farmer

even though family processing of eggs might not be very efficient.

3Information obtained in interviews with egg ranchers and
processors.

4Information provided by Mr. Walter Saito, official, Honolulu
Paper Company.
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But no matter what agreement exists~ the price received by fal~ers

is dependent upon the wholesale price. Thus if we assume that the

cost-of-production data are accurate~ the average wholesale price for

all eggs in Honolulu should not fall below $0.59 if farmers are to be

compensated at least $0.49 per dozen eggs~ which is the cost of

production. But as we have seen, the average price received by farmers

was $0.484 per dozen so farmers have not been able to cover production

costs with egg sales alone. Poultry sales provided an additional

revenue of $0.014 per dozen eggs to enable local producers to cover

production costs.

Marketing costs for mainland eggs are different and higher because

of the longer and more complex distribution channel. Processing cost

ranges from eight to ten cents per dozen. 5 Since production cost

amounts to $0.268 per dozen, the minimum price at wholesale is about

$0.36 per dozen for all eggs (assmning processing cost is nine cents

per dozen). Mainland eggs are usually imported to Honolulu by boat at

$4.94 per hundred pounds in full containers or as a part of a full

container load (Appendix G). One container holds approximately l8~000

pounds or the equivalent of 382 cases of eggs (30 dozen per case).

Total cost for a full container is $889.20 so the cost per dozen eggs

is about $0.0775. Mainland wholesalers usually assume the cost of

delivering the eggs to the Matson container yard as a means of keeping

shipping costs at a minimum. Should there be a charge, it would amount

5Correspondence with Jerome B. Siebert, Univeraity of California,
Agricultural Extension Service.
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to about $0.0025 within the city or about $0.0048 in outlying areas

(Appendix H). However, there is an additional cost in Honolulu for

transferring the container from the shipyard to the wholesale or retail

store. No study is available showing estimates of this cost, so the

rate published by the Western Motor Tariff Bureau, Incorporated was

used. The rates are shown in Table XXVIII. The least expensive rates

are for transferring eggs within Zone A, nearest to the harbor. An

additional four percent sales tax is usually added to all rates. Moving

an l8,000-pound container from the dock anywhere in Zone A would cost

the class 2 rate of $0.42 per 100 pounds or $75.60 plus $3.02 for the

sales tax for a total of $78.62. This amounts to about $0.0063 per

dozen eggs. Total minimum cost to transfer mainland eggs to Hawaii by

boat is thus $0.083 per dozen.

But only the veDT large supermarkets can receive eggs in such

large quantities without storing the bulk of the load. In most cases

eggs are purchased by wholesalers who buy, store, and distribute them

in smaller quantities. In this case, since the eggs are not at the

dock, a class 3 rate is charged, involving an additional hauling cost.

Assuming the wholesaler can buy a full 18,000-pound load, this

additional cost is $0.36 per 100 pounds or $64.80 plus $2.59 sales tax

for a total of $67.39. The cost per dozen eggs is $0.0058 and the total

transfer cost is $0.089.

Another alternative more commonly practiced is to import eggs

loose in cases. Loose, imported eggs are still washed, graded, and

shell-treated so processing cost on the mainland is reduced from $0.09

to only $0.06 per dozen. Local wholesalers must still handle the eggs



TABLE XXVIII. MOTOR CARRIER RATES FOR EGGS ON OAHU

Minimum weight Class
in pounds 2 3

¢/100 1bs ¢/100 1bs

Any quantity 150 130

500 112 97

2~000 75 65

4~000 52 45

10~000 42 36

20~000 35 31

30~000 26 23

40~000 20

Source: Information provided by Mr. Larry Radick~

Western Motor Traffic Bureau~ Inc.

88
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to recand1e and pack them into cartons, and this amounts to an

additional processing cost of $0.06 per dozen. Total processing cost

is then about $0.12 per dozen. With a transfer cost of $0.09 per

dozen, the minimum wholesale price at which loose imported eggs can be

sold is $0.478 per dozen. Retailers again have a mark-up of from two to

five cents. In summary, the marketing costs for local and mainland

eggs in Honolulu are shown in Figure 3.

The minimum selling price of mainland eggs to local retailers is

$0.438 under the most direct channel where the eggs are transferred

from the wholesaler or producer on the mainland to the retail store in

Hawaii. If eggs pass through a local wholesaler, the minimum price is

closer to $0.473 per dozen. Thus marketing costs of mainland eggs range

from 19 to 23 cents per dozen while the cost of marketing local eggs is

only 12 cents. But production costs in Hawaii are so high that local

eggs must still sell at a higher price.

Air shipment of shell eggs for table use is almost prohibitive.

Civil Aeronautics Board rates are shown in Table XXIX. The lowest

possible rate is $0.235 per dozen. This means that mainland eggs could

not be sold at prices less than $0.633 per dozen without losing money.

If mainland eggs are flown to Hawaii and sold at the same price as local

eggs, air transportation cost would have to be reduced to $0.212 per

dozen. But if California eggs must, on the average, be sold to

retailers for $0.09 less than local eggs, air rates would have to

decline to $0.122 per dozen. A reduction in rates will probably take

place in the near future. 6 However, the extent of the reduction is not

6Report of the Governor's Committee on Food Prices, March, 1967,
p. 21.



FIGURE 3. MARKETING COSTS OF MAINLAND AND LOCAL EGGS, 1968
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TABLE XXIX. AIR FREIGHT RATES FOR SHELL EGGS:
CALIFORNIA TO HONOLULU, 1969

Cost per Cost per
Weight of shipment 100 pounds dozen eggs

(dollars) (dollars)

Less than 1,000 pounds (400 II min.) 23 .3600

1,000-1,999 22 .3446

2,000-2,999 20 .3133

3,000-4,999 19 .2976

Over 5,000 15 .2350

Source: Civil Aeronautics Board rates obtained from discussions
with local airlines personnel.
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known.

Impact of the Jumbo Jet on the Hawaii Egg Industry

Although much has been wr.itten about the potential effects of the

jumbo jets on Honolulu, only one B747 freighter is predicted for

Honolulu in the early 1970's.7 Boeing Aircraft Company has forecast 49

daily B747 departures from Honolulu International Airport but only one

daily departure for freighters in 1985. The new passenger plane's cargo

section can handle as much cargo as the present B707 freighter and will

probably do most of the cargo hauling. Current estimates of available

space are 1,000 cubic feet of bulk cargo space and 5,250 cubic feet of

container space (Figure 4). The belly container, which is the most

likely prospect for egg hauling, will have dimensions of 186 inches by

64 inches by 60.5 inches for a total of 350 cubic feet. Since the

dimensions of an egg case are 12 inches by 14 inches by 24 inches and

since it weighs about 47 pounds, approximately 148 cases of eggs

weighing 6,956 pounds can be shipped in each container. Density per

cubic foot will be about 19.87 pounds. A smaller container is being

planned which will have half the capacity. A diagram of a possible

container showing an estimated number of cases of eggs that may be

shipped in each container is found in Figure 5. Boeing reported that

the total operating cost per ton-mile for the B747 would be about 5.4

cents compared to 8.6 cents for the B707 (Table XXX). In the past,

7G. Weaver, The Impact of Developments in the Air Freight and
Papaya Export Industries, Department of Planning and Economic
Development, December 1968, Draft, p. 54.



FIGURE 4. EGG PACKING PLAN FOR THE BELLY CONTAINER OF THE B747 JUMBO JET

I~ l80 n >1

Estimated cases allowable per container - 148

Total weight - 6956 pounds @47 pounds per case

Density - 19.87 pounds per cubic foot (6956/350 ft 3) \0
W



FIGURE 5. CONTAINER LAYOUT FOR THE B747 JUMBO JET

Source: G. Heaver, The Impact of Developments in the Air Freight
and Papaya Export Industries, Department of Planning and
Economic Development, December 1968, Draft.
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TABLE XXX. CAPABILITY AND COSTS FOR SELECTED AIRCRAFT, 1965a

DOCb
DOC per Average

TOC perdAircraft Capacity available speed Daily CargoC

Tons per mile Ton-Mile (Stat. Miles) Ton-Miles Ton-Mile

C-46 6.1 $ .89 15.78<;: 188 9,200 31.6<;:

DC-6A 14.4 1.63 11. 79 243 28,200 23.6

DC-7B 17.9 1. 75 10.11 267 38,200 20.2

L-l049 15.3 1. 73 13.72 250 30,600 27.4

B-707-300C 44.9 1. 79 4.32 473 276,000 8.6

DC-8F 38.7 1.60 4.89 485 244,000 9.8

B-747Fe 110 3.55 2.7 515 736,000 5.4

L-500e 165 N.A. 2.6 515 1,100,000 5.2

aSource: Direct Operating Costs and Other Performance characteristics of Transport Aircraft in Airline
Service, Calendar Year 1965, Federal Aviation Agency, 1966.

bDirect Operating Cost.

cBased on a daily average flying time of 8 hours for piston aircraft and 13 hours for jets.

dTotal operating costs are assumed to be 200% of DOC.

eEstimated from manufacturers preliminary data.

Source: R.L. Walrath and R.R. Konick, Meat Technology and Transport, Iowa Development Commission, 1967. ~
~
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however, operating cost had little effect on egg freight rates to

Hawaii. Although it is only 8.6 cents for the B707, actual cost for a

dozen eggs is 23.5 cents. The high rate was due partly of course to the

direction of shipment, limited back haul, and to the higher density of

eggs. Hence, as G. Weaver has noted, while the B747 looks good on

paper, the actual value resulting to the egg industry and the shipping

community will depend on economic, social, and even political factors. 8

For example, while some members of the International Air Transport

Association (lATA) are hopeful that the reduced costs can be passed on

to consumers in lower rates, certain other members are attempting to

obtain agreements for premium fares for the B747 routes. While the

struggle is still unsettled, there are good reasons to believe that air

freight rates will need to be reduced if the B747 and later the L500 are

to attract the large volumes of cargo necessary to operate these

aircraft. Weaver suggested that the rate reductions would need to be

as much as 30 to 50 percent or more. For eggs, this would mean a

reduction to about 11 cents, a rate low enough to import eggs by air but

higher than the current ocean rate. In addition the extent to which

freight rates for eggs will actually be reduced is subject to question.

Much will depend upon the bargaining strength of importers. It is

doubtful that airlines will petition the CAB for substantial rate

reductions unless they need to. Hence, the impetus would probably have

to originate with the egg importers.

To lower freight rates, an important consideration is for the

industries using the jumbo jets to gear their operations to accommodate

8G. Weaver, .Q.E.. cit., p. 75.
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the aircraft. Each minute wasted on the ground means $10 in income not

realized. 9 Therefore air terminals must be renovated, ground handling

speeded up, and distribution systems reorganized to remove bottlenecks

which may occur with the increase in cargo capacity.

Finally, an important factor affecting the impact of the jumbo jets

on the Hawaii egg industry is the action of Matson Navigation Company.

To meet the challenge of the superjet, Matson Navigation Company is

planning to add new ships to its fleet which have about one-third

greater cargo capacity and about one-third greater speed. lO What effect

these new ships will have on the egg industry is not known. The effect

may be large if shipping rates for feed are significantly lowered.

Additional research must be conducted on the effect these new ships will

have on feed, equipment, and other supply costs, and on egg imports as

well.

But assuming that the ground handling operations and other

technical problems can be solved, permitting California dealers to fly

untreated eggs to Hawaii at a cost equal to current surface rates, will

the local egg industry suffer the same fate predicted for the broiler

industry?

To answer this question, it would be best to consider the nature

of consumer demand for eggs in Honolulu. P.K. Limll reported in his

9G. Weaver, ~. cit., p. 74.

lOG. Goss, ~1atson Navigation Company, Proceedings 3rd Annual
Meeting of the Hawaii Papaya Industry Association, Misc. Pub. 49,
University of Hawaii, 1967, p. 20.

IIp.K. Lim, Characteristics of Consumer Demand for Eggs, p. 38.
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study done in 1964 that 89 percent of Honolulu homemakers preferred

local eggs, of which 56 percent said their primary reason was freshness.

He also reported the following responses to price changes: 12

If price increased by $.05 $.10

a) Percent of homemakers who would buy fewer eggs 13 15

b) Percent of homemakers who would buy the same
number of eggs 83 78

c) Percent of homemakers who would buy smaller
size eggs 4 6

d) Percent of homemakers who would buy mainland
eggs instead 0 3

The data seem to indicate that Honolulu homemakers have such a strong

preference for local eggs that if prices increased by $.05, 83 percent

would purchase the same number of eggs and none would substitute

mainland eggs. If prices increased by $.10, only three percent would

buy mainland eggs instead.

An important factor which may have affected local demand for

mainland eggs is thepractice in California of treating the shells of

the eggs to prolong shelf life. A thin coat of oil or paraffin-silicone

combination is used to cover the pores exposed by washing. Hawaii

regulations prohibit selling shell treated eggs without proper labeling

and notices in advertising. Since all eggs currently imported are

shell-treated, the image created by mainland eggs with the help of local

laws is one of inferiority when compared to island "fresh" eggs.

12p.K. Lim, ££. cit., p. 23.
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Dawson and Larze1ere I3 reported that oil-dipped eggs were usually

ranked low in 'acceptability for purchase' but oil-sprayed eggs ranked

similar to untreated eggs. An important conclusion made was that panel

members either could not identify oil-processed eggs, or did not

consider the treatment when ranking eggs. This study would suggest

that the oil treatment itself is not of major significance in reducing

acceptability in Hawaii but rather serves as a reinforcement to local

housewives in their belief that mainland eggs are inferior in quality.

Many studies by Experiment Stations and the Hawaii study by Lim

indicate that consumers are willing to pay premium price for higher

quality.14 However, Taylor, Owen, and Jasper reported that little basis

was found for the assumption that consumers who preferred eggs of higher

quality or who paid higher prices obtained eggs of higher than average

qua1ity.15 Rather, consumers response to a premium price was based on

a belief, or on a price-quality association, and not on a recognition

of actual quality differences. Hence, importation of untreated eggs

would be a step towards eliminating the poor quality image but may not

I3L.E. Dawson and H.E. Larzelere, "Consumer Acceptance of Oil
Processed Shell Eggs and Broken Out Eggs with Cloudy Albumen, Poultry
Science, Vol. 38(5): 1197-1198, September 1959.

I4R.B. Corbet, A Study of Consumers' Preferences and Practices in
Buying and Using Eggs, Rhode Island Agri. Expt. Sta. Bu1. 240, 1933.

H.S. Gabriel, The Marketing of Chickens, Turkeys and Eggs in
Wilmington, Del. Agri. Expt. Sta. Bu1. 597, 1939.

A.W. Jasper and R.E. Cray, Consumer Preferences, Practices, and
Demands in Purchasing Eggs and Poultry in Columbus, Ohio, 1950, Ohio
Agri. Expt. Sta. Res. Bul. 736, 1953.

I5F.R. Taylor, A.L. Owen, A.W. Jasper, Consumer Egg Quality, Size,
and Price Relationships, Rhode Is1rold Agri. Expt. Sta. Bu1. 322,
February 1955.
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be sufficient. Laws requiring the 'U.S.' stamp on each egg imported

from the mainland and the source on each carton and in every

advertising are of equal importance if mainland eggs are to compete in

the fresh egg market in Honolulu. Unless this trade barrier is removed,

California exporters will continue to have a disadvantage in the Hawaii

egg market. Assuming local producers are able to maintain the law,

availaryle data ind:Lcate that local eggs can be sold at higher prices

than mainland eggs and still maintain the present large share of the

market. In 1950, the price differential was 18 cents per dozen eggs

but the gap has been narrowing and was about 9 cents in 1967. Even so,

local producers were able to increase their share of the market.

R. Diekmann16 showed a positive correlation between the price

differential and the percentage of imports. A decrease in the

percentage share of the market supplied by imported eggs will be

accompanied by a decrease in the price differential. If air freight

rates for mainland eggs were equal to current ocean rates and if all

imported eggs were flown to Hawaii, it would seem logical to expect the

price differential and the percentage share of the market supplied by

imported eggs to be the same as currently existing. Air freight rates

must be reduced to a level lower than current ocean rates if the jumbo

jets are to increase the percentage share of the market supplied by

imported eggs. But any increase in the share of market would be

accompanied by an increase in the price differential. This means that

the profit potential of local ranchers is improved relative to

16R. Diekmann, The Effect of Egg Imports on the Price Differential
Between Local and Imported Eggs, Master of Science thesis, University
of Hawaii, Department of Agricultural Economics, draft.
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California ranchers as long as per unit production cost can be reduced

at a rate equal to or greater than California

Thus, while the coming of the jumbo jet may have some effect on

egg inlports, it is not thought to be significant. Its greatest possible

effect may be the displacement of ocean shipment of eggs. Reduction in

air freight rates only opens the door to import of untreated mainland

eggs. Preferences for local eggs are so strong that, most probably,

mainland eggs would still have to sell at prices lower than local eggs.

The labeling law also requires that the source of the eggs must be

clearly shown. Therefore mainland eggs cannot be imported on a major

scale without an aggressive marketing effort of mainland distributors

which would further increase marketing costs.

Another important consideration is the assumption made throughout

the above discussion that California exporters will ship untreated eggs.

Such an assumption may not be realistic. Stratton17 reported that in

the Sonoma area, all the large egg processors such as Nulaid and Safeway

have been oiling their eggs for years and this is a common practice by

all large egg processors. Only a small percentage of dealers sell

untreated eggs. The practice of spraying eggs is common because many

hens today produce eggs that are just on the borderline between medium

and large size. Without spraying, a large percentage of borderline eggs

drop into the medium category. Tests have shown that when eggs are kept

under ideal conditions, in five days' time a nonsprayed egg will lose

about one-quarter ounce per dozen. When eggs are stored under less than

17Correspondence with Virgil Stratton, Agricultural Extension
Service, Sonoma County, University of California.
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ideal conditions, average weight loss can be over one-half ounce per

dozen in five days. IS To California egg handlers this weight loss costs

more than the spraying of eggs. Thus while untreated eggs could be

flown to Hawaii, it is doubtful that California producers or processors

will do so.

Competitiveness of the Industry

Indicators used to measure competition are the rate of

technological change, concentration and/or integration of firms, the

amount of information exchanged between firms, price of the product

relative to cost of production and price fluctuations, and the amount

of advertising expenditure.

Quantitative data on the rate of technological change are not

available. However, recent changes seem to indicate vigorous

competition within different factions in the industry. One example was

the construction of laying houses which permit ranchers to control the

amount of light and temperature. These light-temperature controlled

(LTC) houses were built by a rancher on Oahu in 1965. The purpose of

these houses is to provide layers with better living conditions.

Although building costs are high, the decreas2 in heat mortality and

greater productivity presumably enable producers to earn more income

per f1ock. 19 A second example of technological change occurred in 1964,

I8pou1try Digest, "It Still Pays to Spray Oil Eggs," September
1968, pp. 498-499.

I9S.A. Hart, W.O. Wilson, and P.J. Lert, Light and Temperature
Controlled Housing for Poultry, Calif. Agri. Expt. Sta. Ext. Sere Cir.
526, University of California, March 1964, p. 2.
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when one of the largest ranches in the state was built on Oahu by the

biggest independent egg marketing organization in the West. Furthermore,

in 1968 the largest processing plant was started by a feed import

company in Honolulu. Feed is sold to ranchers and all eggs produced on

the ranches are contracted to be processed by the plant.

Another factor used as an indicator of competition is the price of

product relative to production costs and the frequency of price

fluctuations. If prices of eggs at the farm are close to production

cost, the rationale is that the prices have been pushed down by

competition. The existence of price competition was described by the

State Department of Agriculture as follows:

" ••• there are instances now when the market in general may be

short but individual distributors would have an excess on hand and

must resort to price cutting to dispose of their surpluses."20

The studies on Oahu and in Hilo, although for only one year,

indicate that prices are not out of line with production costs.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to determine whether the close price-cost

relationship is due to competition or to the ever present cost-price

squeeze in the agriculture sector. Hence, while no clear-cut conclusion

is possible, the situation does indicate competition taking place even

if it is only a manifestation of local ranchers selling eggs to cover

variable cost, at times when some fixed costs are not covered.

The frequency of price fluctuations is also used as an indicator of

competition. It is thought that a competitive industry tends to have

20State of Hawaii, "Progress Report on Improving Shell Egg Quality
in Hawaii," Department of Agriculture, August 1968, Mimeo., pp. 1-2.
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more frequent price fluctuations than an industry with less competition.

Insofar as monopolists and 01igopo1ists tend to make fewer changes in

price, this indicator is a valid one. Egg prices in Hawaii change

monthly and, in some instances, weekly, so the industry appears to be

price competitive. It is irrelevant to question whether the price

changes are due to production fluctuations or changes in imports of

mainland eggs. The important consideration is whether supply or demand

fluctuations are associated with price changes. If they are,

competition is indicated to exist.

Another indicator used to determine competitiveness is the amount

of advertising expenditure. While data were not available on

expenditure, the rate of recall may provide some insight on the amount.

Lim21 included in his study on consumer demand the rate of recall of

egg advertisements by type of media in Honolulu and Kailua. His results

are shown in Table XXXI. Ordinarily the rate of recall depends not on

expenditure but on the effectiveness of the advertising campaign and the

advertisement itself. However, since egg advertisements seldom appear

alone but rather as one part of the stores' advertisements of many food

products, the rate of recall of egg advertisements is a relatively good

indicator of the size and the number of times egg advertisements

appeared. Number of appearances and size are functi.ons of expenditure.

As Table XXXI shows, more Oahu homemakers remember advertisements

of local eggs than of mainland eggs. Oahu homemakers recall ads for

local eggs for several reasons of which space dnd number of appearances

2 1p.K. Lim, ££. cit., p. 38.



TABLE XXXI. PERCENT RECALL OF ADVERTISEMENTS OF EGGS,
BY VARIOUS MEDIA, HONOLULU AND KAILUA, 1964
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Medium and City

Television

Percentage of Recall of Type of Eggs
Island Eggs Mainland Eggs

Honolulu

Kailua

Radio

Honolulu

Kailua

Newspaper

Honolulu

Kailua

Honolulu

Kailua

aIncludes leaflets.

2

1

1

1

20

15

2

1

o

1

o

1

1

7

1

1

Source: P.K. Lim, The Characteristics of Consumer Demand
for Shell Eggs in Honolulu and Kailua, Oahu, Hawaii,
M.S. Thesis, January 1965.
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are important considerations. Newspapers are by far the most effective

medium for egg advertising.

Another factor which is not a measurement or indicator of the

aggressiveness of the industry but has some bearing on the subject is

goven1ment and industry relationship. Hawaii egg producers met in

December of 1968 with members of the School Lunch Services of the Hawaii

Department of Education to discuss mutual problems. The egg ranchers

were concerned with the seasonal fluctuations of production and sought

to develop a new market for surplus eggs. The Department of Education,

on the other hand, was concerned with providing a lunch which met the

protein nutritional requirements of the National School Lunch Program

at a low cost. At the meeting, it was agreed that a test be conducted

to determine the acceptability of eggs as an entree on school lunch

menus.

From January 27, 1969 to January 31, 1969, 22 schools on the

Windward side of Oahu served eggs to 15,670 students and teachers.

Medium size eggs were provided by egg ranchers for 36 cents per dozen.

The exact day of the week to serve the egg entree was left to the

discretion of the cafeteria manager; the menu included Scrambled Eggs,

Egg Fu Yung, Deviled Egg Sandwiches, and Omelette. A follow-up

questionnaire was sent to each participating manager (see Appendix I).

The results were as fo11ows: 22

1. A total of 70 cases of eggs were served to 15,670 participants

or approximately 1.6 eggs per serving.

22Pou1try and Egg National Board, "Eggs for Lunch are Popular with
Honolulu School Children," undated, mimeograph.
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2. More than three-fourths of the managers reported favorable

student reactions.

3. Two-thirds believed that a similar menu would show continued

acceptance.

In reviewing the study, the State Director of School Lunch Services

reported that cafeteria managers and the School Lunch Services staff

agreed that an egg entree should be included on school lunch menus.

Since 70 cases of eggs were used to prepare 15,670 meals, the expansion

of the program to all public schools would require about 598 cases a

week to prepare lunches for the 134,000 participants,23 a significant

amount to remove from the market in one week inasmuch as the average

weekly imports of mainland eggs in 1967 were 622 cases. Current

consumption of eggs in public schools is approximately 2,648 cases per

year. 24 Thus it seems that an important start was made to help local

producers in disposing of eggs during periods of surplus.

Available data seem to lead to the conclusion that the local egg

industry is dynamic and competitive. Competition exists between five

informal supplying groups within the industry.25 Yet the industry does

unite when faced with common problems. An industry-wide association

has been organized which will benefit all ranchers. The association

will provide local producers with a unified organization not only to

23Information provided by Mr. Stanley Doucette, State Director of
School Lunch Services.

24pub1ic Schools use a five week menu cycle. Data for a five week
period were collected from six Honolulu schools and expanded.

25See Appendix J.
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compete with mainland egg importers, but to express their views to

private and public agencies, and to sponsor industry-oriented research

at the University.



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

SUMMARY

This paper concerned itself with studying an industry facing many

problems brought about by the rapid changes taking place in the state

and in the industry itself. The primary objective of this research was

to review the competitive situation of the local egg industry and to

suggest changes which will strengthen the industry's ability to compete

in the future.

Annual expenditure per layer in Hi10 and Honolulu for egg

production averaged $9.57 and $8.47 respectively. Annual production

expenses in the three California counties used for comparison ranged

from $4.94 to $5.41 per hen. The major production cost in both states

was feed. Hi10 and Honolulu ranchers spent about $5.53 for feed t

approximately $1. 93 more on each layer than did California ranchers.

Despite the high feed cost t a comparison of the livestock feed

conversion ratio to the livestock feed-transportation cost ratio

indicates that it is economically more efficient to ship feed from

California than to ship eggs. The feed price structure in Hawaii favors

the large farms. Hence t increased flock size offers the possibility of

reducing feed cost per unit through internal efficiencies and lower

prices from quantity discounts.

Stock replacement cost ranged from $.44 in Hi10 to $.46 in

Honolulu. Replacement cost in California ranged from $.23 in Riverside

and Orange counties to $.53 in Sonoma t the high replacement cost in
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Sonoma being due to the large number of ranchers buying started pullets.

Hawaii farmers must pay more for pullets and chicks. A 20-week-old

started pullet costs from $1.55 to $1.60 in California, but in Hawaii

the same pullet costs $2.00. On the average, chicks cost about $.15

more in Hawaii. Large farms with sufficient capital can purchase chicks

at a lower price than small ranches because of cash and quantity

discounts.

Annual labor costs per layer in California ranged from $.28 to

$.41. Costs per layer in Hilo and Honolulu were $.34 and $1.16. The

high labor cost in Honolulu was due to higher wages and less unapid

family labor. Although increased flock size did not reduce labor cost

per layer, it did lead to greater efficiency. The Honolulu study

indicated that labor requirements could be reduced from the 1.16 hours

per bird used on ranches with less than 5,000 hens to .36 hours per bird

on ranches with more than 15,000 layers.

Ranchers in California earned from $4.75 to $5.54 per layer

annually, while Hilo and Honolulu ranchers earned $9.47 and $8.64

respectively. The higher income was due not to greater efficiency or

productivity, but to higher prices received for eggs and poultry meat.

Because of higher prices, far.m income in Hilo and Honolulu amounted to

$.63 and $.69 per layer respectively. Farm income in the three

California counties ranged from $.12 to $.46, significantly less than in

Hawaii. However, when non-cash expenses were deducted, per hen

management income in Hilo and Honolulu amounted to minus $0.10 and plus

$0.17 while California managers had earnings ranging fr.om minus $0.19 to

plus $0.13.
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Although at present they have higher incomes, local ranchers face

the possibility of greater imports of mainland eggs simply because eggs

can be produced in California for only $.268 per dozen while it costs

$.490 in Honolulu and $.533 in Hilo. The $.08 cost of transporting

mainland eggs plus the increased marketing cost from the longer, more

complex marketing channels increases the price for mainland eggs to

$.498 per dozen. Local eggs must sell at an average price of $.61 a

dozen. A study of local consumers indicated that few housewives would

substitute mainland eggs for island eggs even when price for local eggs

increased. The strong preference for local eggs was due primarily to

the belief that they were fresher. This belief was developed with the

help of local labeling law which requires that mainland shell-treated

eggs be clearly marked as such.

The expected future reduction in air freight rates may allow

mainland eggs to be flown to Hawaii economically, thereby eliminating

the need for shell treatment. It is doubtful, however, that California

ranchers or processors will ship untreated eggs to Hawaii. ~lether

they do or not, each egg and carton must still be stamped 'U.S.' so the

preference for local eggs through product differentiation can be

maintained with an aggressive marketing policy.

An important method for increasing competitive strength is by

increasing flock size. The study of three flock sizes on Oahu showed

possible savings in feed purchases and stock replacements. Construction

of three hypothetical ranches on Oahu showed that for a given egg price,

ranches with large numbers of layers can break even with lower output

per layer. Similarly, for a given production rate, large ranches have
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a greater ability to remain in business during low price periods.

Although measurement of the competitiveness of the Hawaii egg

industry was not possible, available data seem to indicate that the

local industry has been progressive and fairly aggressive.

A continuation of the displacement of small and medium ranches by

large commercial farms is most likely to continue while production cost

per bird can be reduced still lower. As long as Hawaii ranchers are

able to sell eggs at prices just moderately higher than California's

egg prices, yet cover lo~al production costs, they will be able to

compete effectively for the local egg market. Untreated mainland eggs

will not affect the local egg market seriously if local ranchers continue

their aggressive marketing actions.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

State regulations on advertising prohibit the sale of shell treated

eggs without proper labeling and notices in advertising. Since all eggs

currently imported are shell treated, an inferior quality image has been

created as compared to island 'fresh' eggs. Studies in Hawaii show that

this preference for local eggs, because of the belief of freshness, is

significant enough so that few homemakers will substitute mainland eggs

for local eggs. However, with the coming of the jumbo jets and the

possible reduction of air freight rates, imported eggs may no longer

need to be treated. Although this may occur, it is not probable in the

near future. With a progressive industry in Hawaii, production cost per

unit can be continually lowered to keep rice of local eggs within a

reasonable range of mainland eggs. This being the case, competition
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will center around consumer preferences, and it is along this path that

local producers have a natural advantage and can retain competitive

strength through product differentiation.

It is evident that the disadvantage due to the insularity of Hawaii

has been the determining factor for the higher cost of supplies.

Although this study made reference to most of the inputs, major

emphasis was devoted to feed, labor and chicks. Transportation costs

were also reviewed at length. The high cost of supplies naturally leads

to higher production cost. But although costs were higher in Hawaii,

incomes were also higher, allowing egg ranchers in Honolulu to produce

at a profit.

Transportation costs from California to Hawaii have a blanket

effect of raising prices on all items imported. In addition, mainland

eggs have a longer and more complex marketing channel which further

increases cost. In the past, mainland eggs have managed to sell at a

price lower than local eggs despite the increased cost due to

transportation and longer marketing channels. Nevertheless, local

producers have increased their share of the market for three reasons.

First, California eggs are shell treated and must be advertised as such.

Second, local consumers place a premium on egg freshness and are willing

to pay more. Third, the progressive actions of local ranchers have done

much to increase sales and to strengthen the position of the Hawaii egg

industry.

Recommendations are not clear-cut because the net effect of any

change depends not only on the action taken by local ranchers but also

on wholesalers and mainland competitors. However, several important
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changes must take place in order to retain the current position of local

producers and to continue holding the p~esent large share of the market.

Recommended changes cannot, of course, be considered alone. Taken

individually, they would be inadequate. Taken as a complete program,

the changes can strengthen the competitive position of the industry.

The phasing out of the small and medium ranchers is a must. The

existence of successful small farms has reduced the rate of growth of

more economic flock sizes and prevented the concentration of the

industry. A larger market, a larger share of the market, fewer

competitors, improved knowledge and better planning information all

assist in reducing risk and add to competitive strength of the local

industry. The elimination of small farms allows the remaining ranches

to expand. Increased flock size leads to the reduction of cost per unit

which in turn results in competitive strength. Lower unit cost allows

the ranchers to withstand price reductions during surplus periods.

Since retailers want to be sure of a steady supply of eggs, large

ranches are the more likely suppliers.

Specifically, increased flock size can lead to lower feed and

chick costs as well as reduce labor requirements per layer. Feed cost

is reduced by several means. Large purchases nat.urally lead to lower

cost due to the price structure and the 200-tons-p~r-month requirement

for minimum rates. Ranchers who cannot take advantage of the 24-ton

load discount may also consider the purchasing of second-hand bulk tanks

to increase storage capacities. While the storage of feed decreases the

nutritive value, the reduction of feed prices more than covers these

losses since the reduction would apply to all feed purchased while the
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losses would be applicable only to the feed purchased at the margin~

that is~ the amount increased to reach the required tonnage. In most

cases~ however~ the loss would be minimal since the practice would

involve only a change in feed storage location. Instead of receiving

feed several times a week~ delivery is made once or twice a week in

24-ton loads.

Quantity discounts are available for chick purchases. Farms with

large flocks can reduce chick cost~ but under the existing cost

structure~ the reduction is small. Another~ perhaps more drastic change

would be to import chicks directly from mainland hatcheries. This would

shorten the supply channel and reduce cost. Since large farms already

have an administrative staff~ the additional burden of ordering chicks

from the mainland instead of phoning local dealers would be small.

There is no reason for local ranchers to pay an average of 31.7

cents per chick while California ranchers pay 16.7 cents. Even for the

most uneconomical order~ air freight is only 7.5 cents per chick. The

actual cost of picking up the chicks from the airport would be no

different than purchasing them from the hatchery; but the chicks should

be picked up soon after arrival.

Thus the future of Hawaii's egg industry is to have a few very

large egg ranches operating at high technical efficiency. Cost to

produce eggs will continue to increase but the prices farmers receive

for their eggs will decrease. Local ranchers must increase flock size

in order to spread fixed cost over a larger number of producing units

to reduce cost per layer. If Hawaii ranchers are able to produce and

sell eggs at prices just moderately higher than California eggs~ they
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will be able to compete effectively for the major share of the local

egg market regardless of whether the imported eggs are flown in treated

or untreated.

LIMITATIONS

A basic assumption made in this study was that the data were

accurate. Cost of production data gathered by interviewing ranchers

are subject to errors. Respondents may not have known or recalled the

correct answers. Replies given in rounded numbers may have been biased

upwards or downwards. Since only a small sample was taken in each of

the strata, errors may not have averaged out.

External economies and diseconomies between the egg and broiler

industries may be considerable. l~is study was confined to reviewing

net internal economies of large-scale production in the egg industry.

It was assumed that net external economies would remain constant or not

change significantly in the future. However, H. Afifi and J.R. Davidson

predicted that jumbo jets will result in a significant expansion of

sales of frozen broilers and severe competitive pressures to the broiler

industry in Hawaii. 1 If the broiler industry collapses, external

diseconomies may result in the egg industry. Since both poultry studies

were restricted to studying their respective industries separately, and

since close economic relations exist between the industries, an inter-

industry study is needed. This type of study could consider the

IH.A. Afifi and J.R. Davidson, Potential Impact of Changes in Air
Freight Rates on the Hawaii Broiler Industry, University of Hawaii,
draft, pp. 37-38.



inter-relationships between the two poultry industries along with

related businesses such as feed and chick imports.
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CONFIDENTIAL

EGG PRODUCERS QUESTIONNAIRE
(Hawaiian Agricultural Experiment Station use only)

Date----------------
1. What form of organization is your farm?

/ / Proprietorship

/ / Partnership

/ / Corporation

/ / Others _

2. How many cases of shell eggs did you sell last year? Last month?

Total last year

Total last month

Shell eggs
(Quantity sold)

Liquid eggs Frozen eggs

3. How did you distribute the eggs produced on your farm last month?

Shell eggs

/ / Sold thru cooperative

L/ Sold to wholesalers

/ / Sold at farm

/ / Sold to retailers

/
-- Sold to institutions (schools,

__I hospitals, restaurants) _

/~ Sold to manufacturers (candy,
-- noodles, bakers) ----

/ / Sold to military

L / Put into storage (30 days
and longer) ------

/ 1 Consumed on the farm

/ /Others _

Liquid eggs Frozen eggs
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4. How many different types of firms do you sell to?

Number

Cooperatives

Hholesalers

Retailers

Institutions (schools, hospitals, restaurants)

Manufacturers (candy, noodles, bakers)

Others-------------------
s. How much did you charge a cooperative (etc.) for a dozen large

Grade A (etc.) eggs last month?

Buyers

Cooperatives

Wholesalers

Retailers

Institutions

Manufacturers

Others

(Price eggs sold for - per dozen)
A Large A Medium A Small Ungraded Others

b) If price difference exists between buyers (above), why did you
sell your eggs at a LOWER price?

Institution M'fact'r Others
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6. How long did you allow a cooperative (etc.) to pay for the eggs
purchased?

Buyers

Cooperatives

Wholesalers

Retailers

Institutions

Manufacturers

On farm customers

Others------

Cash
(Time allowed for payments)

1 week 10 days 30 days Others (specify)

7. How much do you charge for

Liquid eggs

Frozen eggs

$ /lb

$ lIb

8. How do you arrive at the price you sell your SHELL eggs?

LIQUID eggs? _

FROZEN eggs? _

9. How much income did you receive last year from the following?

Eggs (all forms $ __

Culled hens and pullets $ _

Manure $ _

Patronage refund $
-----~--

Oiliern $------------
TOTAL GROSS INCOME (Jan. 1, 1967 to Dec. 31, 1967) $ _
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10. How many acres of land do you use for your egg production
operations?

__________acres .e!. ---:square feet

11. Do you / / own or / / lease the land used for egg production?

(IF OWNED) What is the estimated value per square foot of the land

today? $ ~per square foot.

(IF LEASED) How much do you pay each month? $ -Jper month.

12. Please answer the following questions pertaining to your feed sources.

Questions
(Feed suppliers)

Source #1 Source #2 Source #3 Source #4

a. From whom did you obtain
your feed last year?

b. No. of feed deliveries made
to your farm last year?

c. No. of feed pick-ups you
made last year?

d. Average tonnage per
de1iv'ery?

e. Average tonnage per pick-up?-=------
f. Tonnage of feed by form?

Prepared

Bulk

Raw

g. Method of payment

Cash

Credit

Contracted

Others--------
h. TOTAL cost of feed last

year?



13. Pertaining to your farm bui1dings t please provide the following information.

Description of the buildings
(include construction materials)

Egg room

Storage - egg

feed

supplies

Brooders

Growing cages

Laying cages

Others

Total Original Replacement cost Present
square feet cost ($) (present value) ~~e

!->
N
W



14. With respect to your farm equipment, please provide the following information.

Type of eguipment

Feeding..... _

Egg gathering~ __

Egg cleaning ___

Cand1ino,g _

Manure c1eaning~ _

Pick-up and delivery. _

Storage, _

Others----------------

Number Make
Year

purchased
(new or used)

Purchased
Price

($)
Present
value

Annual repair
($/year)

1-'
~

-l:'-
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15. What was your expenditures for the following types of labor last
month?

Operators labor $--------
Family labor $ _

Hired labor $--------
16. How many hours of labor did you use for the following operations?

Pick-up and delivery

Slaughter-process poultry

Cleaning-washing cages

Debeaking

Feeding

Egg gathering

Washing-candling
grading eggs

Packing eggs

Others

hours/month------..-..;
hours/month

------~

hours/month
------~

hours/month------...-.;
________...-.;hours/day

______...-.;hours/day

_______~hours/day

hours/day-------
hours/day-------

17. What was your total expenses to produce eggs in 1967? $ __

18. What percent of your egg production expenses were for the
following?

Feed

Labor

Chicks

Pullets

Others

%------.,;
%----,---.;
%-----
%----,---.;
%------.,;
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19. How many of the following birds did you have on hand yesterday?

Laying hens

Pullets

Chicks

Roosters, cockerels and capons?

20. How many laying hens were eaten or given away last month? __

21. How many laying hens were sold last month?

22. How many laying hens were lost from disease, accidents, exposure, etc.

last month?

23. How many chicks and pullets were lost from disease, accidents,

exposure, etc. last month?

24. On the average, what percent of your laying flock is replaced by

a) Day old chicks? %

b) Started pullets? %

25. At what age do you normally replace your laying flocks?

months
----------~

26. Do you control the number of light hours your layers receive?

/ / Yes / / No

(If YES) How many hours of light were your layers exposed to on an

average day? hours/day.
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27. D:f.d you "force" molt your laying flock last year?

L/ YeH L/ No

(If YES) In what month(s) did you begin your "force" molting?

28. How many times a day do you gather your eggs?

L/ once / / twice L/ thrice L/ others _

29. Do you have egg storage facilities?

L/ YeA L/ No

______days

(If YES) Do you have cooling devices in the storage units?

L/ YeH L/ No

Do you have humidity controls in these facil:1.ties?

L/ Yes L/ No

How long do you normally keep the eggs 1n these
fnc:1.lit:f.es before they are sold?

L/ Overn:f.ght

L/ One day

L/ Two days

/ / Others

30. Do you usually deliver eggs to your buyers?

L/ YeH L/ No

(If YES) How do you deliver your eggs?

/ / Trucks

L/ Automobiles

L/Others _
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31. Is the manager of this farm employed in any other business away
from the farm?

/ / Yes / / No

(If YES) lfuat other business?------------------
32. Do you or any of the owners of this farm have any financial

interest in the following?

/ / Feed dealing

/ / Egg wholesaling

/ / Egg retailing

/ / Egg processing

/ /Others _

(If YES) Describe briefly the nature of the interest. Please try
to include the following.

a. The extent or percent of interest.
b. Contracts, guarantees, agreements, etc.
c. Services
d. Location

THANK YOU !!!
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1967 EGG PRODUCTION COST STUDY OF
8 POULTRY FARMS IN HILO AREA

67 Average
8 Farms

Average No. of Layers
Acres of Land (Poultry only)
Eggs Sold (Home) - dozens
Eggs Sold (Coop) - dozens
Total Eggs Sold - dozens

INVESTMENT
Land
Layers
Buildings
Machinery & Equipment
Auto & Truck

Total Investment

EXPENSES
Feed
Egg Marketing
Poultry Marketing
Chicks & Pullets
Interest
Salaries
Auto & Truck
Utilities
Supplies
Bank Service
Insurance
Pesticides & Sprays
Machinery & Building Repair
Gas
Workmen's Compensation
Accounting & Legal
Taxes & Licenses
Social Security
Miscellaneous

Total Cash Expenses
Depreciation
Total Cash & Depreciation Expense

8,119
3.06

8,886
137,337
146,223

2,234
12,178
10,682

3,371
2 ,289

30,754

44,923
11,331

580
3,607
1,025
2,805

526
952
551

9
424

83
557

22
60

364
1,037

90
271

69,217
2,758

71,975

Source: H.R. Donoho, T. Yamamoto, and T. Tanaka, "Egg Production Cost
Study - Hilo Area, 1967," University of Hawaii, Undated,
Mimeograph.



INCOME
Eggs (Home)
Eggs (Coop)
Poultry (Home)
Poultry (Coop)
Manure
Patronage Refund

Total Income
Less Cash & Depreciation Costs
Net Farm Income

Interest on Investment @ 7%

Interest Paid (Included in Cash Costs)

Operator's Return for Labor & Management
(Net Farm Income + Interest Paid 
Interest on Investment)

Value of Operator's Labor @ $6 t OOO/yr.

Return to Capital & Management
(Net Farm Income - Operator's
Labor + Interest Paid)

Expected Return to Management
(5% Gross)

Return to Capital Only

Percent Return to Capital Only

COSTS PER DOZEN EGGS
Feed
Marketing (Coop Only)
Other (Includes Depreciation)

Cash & Depreciation Costs Per Dozen

PRICES RECEIVED PER DOZEN EGGS
Coop Eggs
Home Sales
Average Price All Eggs

Eggs Produced Per Hen (Dozen)
Income Per Hen (Eggs Only)
Total Income Per Hen
Total Production Costs Per Hen
Net Farm Income Per Hen
Net Farm Income Per Dozen Eggs

131

67 Average
8 Farms

4 t582
67 t616

556
2 t 774

902
554

76 t988
71,975
5 t013

2 t153

1 t025

3 t 885

6,000

38

3,849

-3,811

.3072

.0825

.1025

.4922

.4923

.5156

.4938

18.0
8.89
9.48
8.87

.61

.0343
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SIGNIFICANCE TESTS OF EGG RANCH SAMPLES, HONOLULU, 1968

Small farms Medium farms Large farms
Sample Population Sample Population Sample Population

s2 410,031 993,567 11,425,000 9,559,523 571,427,000 671,024,295

s 202 315 3,380 3,091 23,904 25,904

S- 76 352 867 1,168 8,744 7,477x

x 2,271 2,385 10,600 10,142 41,630 46,198

t a 1.50 .52 .52

alf 't' is close to zero, it would imply that the sample mean reflects the population mean.

t
~

S_
x

Sx .; N - nS- = -- •
x;-;;- N-1

where: x = sample mean

~ = population mean

S- = standard error of the mean
x
N = population size

n = sample size
I-'
W
W
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SUMMARY OF EGG PRODUCTION COSTS FOR THREE
HYPOTHETICAL RANCHES IN HAWAII

135

Small Medium Large

SIZE OF FARM
Number of layers 3,000 9,000 27,000
Number of pullets 525 1,575 4,725
Number of chicks (10% mortality) 550 1,650 4,950
Acres of land 1.5 4.0 10.0
Eggs produced per layer 219 219 210
Total eggs produced (and sold) 657,000 1,971,000 5,913,000
Dozens of eggs sold 54,750 164,250 492,750

INVESTMENT
Layers @ $2.00 $6,000 $18,000 $54,000
Pullets @ $1. 85 971 2,914 8,741
Chicks 231 460 1,732
Building 22,750 58,300 169,750
Machinery & equipment 3,500 5,000 8,000
Automobiles & trucks 3,000 6,000 11,000

Total $36,452 $90,674 $253,223

EXPENSES
Land $ 1,800 $ 4,800 $ 12,000
Feed 15,000 45,000 129,600
Replacement (chicks only) 1,155 3,300 8,660
Salaries 5,220 7,254 17,010
Others 4,850 12,022 30,874
Depreciation (10% of 11, 12 & 13) 2,925 6,930 18,875
Interest on investment 7% of #14) 2,551 6,347 17,725

Total cost $33,501 $85,653 $234,744

Less returns from poultry meat sa1~s 1,250 3,000 8,225

TOTAL COST $32,251 $82,653 $226,519

Cost per layer $10.75 $9.18 $8.38



BASIC ANNUAL EGG PRODUCTION COST FOR A
HYPOTHETICAL SMALL RANCH IN HAWAII

Cost Item

INVESTMENTS

Buildings
Laying cages @ $3.00 per bird
Brooder-growing cages @$1.25 per bird
Storage-egg processing room @ $5.00 per sq. ft.
Refrigerator

Total

Machines and equipment
Feeding
Egg cleaning, grading and candling
Manure cleaning

Vehicles

Total investments for durable inputs

EXPENSES

Land @$1,200 per acre per year lease

Feed @$100 per ton and consumption rate 100# per bird

Flock replacement @ $.42 per chick

Salaries @ $1.50 per hour assuming labor requirement
is 1.16 hour per layer and 100% family labor

Other costs

Interest paid
(Assuming 1% per month of one-half of total
variable cost)

Electricity (Assuming 200 kw hours per month)

Water (Assuming 41,000 gallons per month)

Telephone

Taxes and license (Assuming 4% of gross income with
egg price at $.43 per dozen and 50% of income
deductible)

136

Cost to rancher
($)

$ 9,000
3,750
7,500
2,500

$22,750

1,000
2,000

500

3,000

$29,250

1,800

15,000

1,155

5,220

432

135

168

196

472



Social security (Assuming 3% of wage cost)

Insurance (Assuming 100% fire and $100,000 each
person and $300,000 each occurrence
liability coverage)

Supplies

Cartons

Pesticide and spray

Maintenance (Assuming 1% of buildings, machines,
and equipment)

Gas

Accounting services

Miscellaneous

Total

INCOME

From meat @ $.50 per bird and assuming
80% culling rate

137

156

227

300

30

292

600

100

100

$4,850 L'....

$1,250
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BASIC ANNUAL EGG PRODUCTION COST FOR A
HYPOTHETICAL MEDIUM RANCH IN HAWAII

Cost Item

INVESTMENTS

Buildings
Laying cages @ $3.60 per bird and

including automatic feeder
Brooder-growing cages @ $1.10 per bird
Storage-egg processing room @ $5.00 per sq. ft.
Refrigerators

Total

Machines and equipment
Feeding
Egg cleaning, grading, and candling
Manure cleaning

Vehicles

Total investment for durable inputs

EXPENSES

Land @ $1,200 per acre per year lease

Feed @ $100 per ton and consumption rate 100# per bird

Flock replacement @ $.40 per chick

Cost to rancher
($)

$32,400
9,900

10,000
6,000

$58,300

Part of house
4,000
1,000

6,000

$69,300

4,800

45,000

3,300

Salaries (Assuming .26 hour per bird family labor
requirement paid $1.50 per hour and .26 hour
per bird hired labor paid $1.60 per hour)

Other costs

Interest paid (Assuming 1% per month of one-third
of total variable cost)

Electricity (Assuming 500 kw hours per month)

Water (Assuming 141,000 gallons per month)

Telephones

Taxes and license (Assuming 4% of gross income with
egg price at $.43 per dozen and 50% of income
deductible)

family
hired

3,510
3,744

842

317

360

231

1,414



Maintenance (Assuming 1% of buildings, machines,
and equipment)

Workmens' compensation

Social security (Assuming 3% of wage cost)

Insurance (Assuming 100% fire and $100,000 each
$300,000 each occurrence liability coverage)

Supplies

Cartons

Pesticide and spray

Gas

Accounting services

Miscellaneous

Total

INCOME

From meat @$.40 per bird and assuming 80%
culling rate

139

26

267

person,
510

535

4,927

100

693

1,200

300

300

$12,022

$ 3,000



BASIC ANNUAL EGG PRODUCTION COST FOR A
HYPOTHETICAL LARGE RANCH IN HAWAII

Cost Item

INVESTMENTS

Buildings
Laying cages @ $4.25 per bird and including

automatic feeder, egg gatherer, and
manure cleaner)

Brooder-growing cages @ $1.00 per bird
Storage-egg processing room @ $5.00 per sq. ft.
Refrigerators

Total

Machines and equipment
Feeding
Manure cleaning
Egg cleaning, grading, and candling

Vehicles

Total investment for durable inputs

EXPENSES

Land @$1,200 per acre per year lease

Feed @ $96 per ton and consumption rate 100# per bird

Flock replacement @ $.35 per chick

Salaries (Assuming .36 hours per bird hiLed labor
paid $1.75 per hour)

Other costs

Interest paid (Assuming 1% per month of one-fourth
of total variable cost)

Electricity (Assuming 1,300 kw hours per month)

Water~ssuming 245,000 gallons per month)

Telephones

140

Cost to rancher
($)

$114,750
27,000
20,000

8,000

$169,750

Part of house
Part of house

8,000

11,000

$188,750

12,000

129,600

8,660

17,010

1,934

718

633

302



Maintenance (Assuming 1% of buildings, machines,
and equipment)

Taxes and license (Assuming 4% of gross income
with egg price at $.43 per dozen and 50% of
income deductible)

Workmens' compensation

Social security (Assuming 3% of wage cost)

Insurance (Assuming 100% fire and $100,000 each
$300,000 each occurrence liability coverage)

Supplies

Cartons

Pesticide and spray

Gas

Accounting services

Miscellaneous

Total

INCOME

From meat @ $.35 per bird and assuming 80%
culling rate

4,239

119

510

person,
1,410

1,000

14,782

240

1,887

1,700

500

900

$30,874

141
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COMPILATION OF LABOR USE BY OAHU EGG RANCHERS BY TYPE OF OPERATION AND SIZE OF FARMS, NOVEMBER 1968

Less than 5,000 5,000-14,999 Over 15,000 Grand Average
Type of Operation Total Average Total Average Total Average Total All

Farms
hours hours hours hours hours hours hours hours

Pick-up and delivery 720 180 2,160 432 6,434 1,608 9,314 665

Slaughter 558 139 1,450 290 1,352 338 3,360 240

Cleaning &washing cages 586 146 1,036 207 3,896 974 5,518 394

Debeaking 180 45 464 93 696 174 1,340 95

Feeding 2,724 681 4,745 949 8,759 2,190 16,228 1,159

Egg gathering 3,048 760 4,727 985 14,417 3,604 22,187 1,584

Egg processing 3,580 882 8,212 1,642 19,402 4,850 31,144 2,224

Others 82 20 - - - - 82 5

Total 11,423 2,855 22,994 4,599 54,956 13,739 89,373 6,383

Source: Interviews with Oahu producers.

~
~

w
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COMPILATION OF EGG RANCH STUDIES IN HILO AND HONOLULU, TOTALS

SIZE OF FARM
Number of farms
Number of layers
Acres of land
Total eggs sold (dozens)
Eggs per layer

INVESTMENT
Land
Layers
Pullets
Chicks
Bui.1dings
Machines & equipment
Automobiles and trucks

Total

EXPENSES
Feed
Chicks and pullets
Salaries
Land
Others
Total cash expenses

Depreciation

Total cash and depreciation
expenses

INCOME
Eggs
Poultry
Manure
Others

Total income

NET FARM INCOME

NON-CASH COSTS
Interest on investment

@ 7 percent
Unpaid family labor

@$1.50 per hour

RETURN TO MANAGEMENT

Hi10

8
64,952

24.5
1,169,784

216

17,872

94,424

85,456
26,968
18,312

246,032

359,384
28,856
22,440

°143,056
553,736

22,064

575,800

577,584
26,640

7,216
4,432

615,904

40,104

17,224

31,080

-8,200

Honolulu

14
253,784

74.3
4,400,974

208

339,455
507,568
122,799
16,413

249,030
53,989
33,245

1,322,499

1,405,247
117,607
295,385
24,540

148,335
1,991,114

33,625

2,024,739

2,131,468
61,804

490

°
2,193,762

169,023

92,574

40,970

+35,479

Total of State

22
318,736

98.8
5,570,758

209

357,327

744,204

334,486
80,957
51,557

1,568,531

1,764,631
146,463
317,825

24,540
291,391

2,544,850

55,689

2,600,539

2,709,052
88,444

7,706
4,432

2,809,666

209,127

109,797

72,050

+27,280
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AIR AND WATER TRANSPORTATION COSTS

CALIFORNIA TO HAWAII

EGGS

Aira

Less than 1,000 lbs (min. 400 lbs)
1,000 - 1,999 lbs
2,000 - 2,999 lbs
3,000 - 4,999 lbs
Over 5,000

Waterb

Full container load
Partial container load

FEED

Waterb

Full container load
Partial container load
Bulk rate (min. 1,000 tons)

CHICKS

Aira

Less than 100 lbs
100 - 249 lbs
250 - 499 lbs
500 - 999 lbs
1,000 - 1,999 lbs
2,000 - 2,999 lbs
3,000 and over

Cost per
100 lbs

($)
23
22
20
19
15

4.94
5.04

.856
1.430

.600

Cost per
pound

($)
.71
.57
.45
.30
.22
.20
.19

Cost per
doz. eggs

($)
.360
.344
.313
.297
.235

.0775

.0789

Cost per
chick

($)
.0750
.0602
.0475
.0317
.0232
.0211
.0200

aSource: Interviews with Pan American Airlines and United Airlines
officials.

bSource: Interview with Mr. Larry Lee, official, Matson Navigation
Company.
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MATSON HAULING RATES
CALIFORNIA TO HAWAII

Cost per Cost per
ZONE LOAD 100 1bs doz. eggs

($) ($ )

1,2,4, and 9 Less than full container 5.72

18,000 5.10 .0801

3 and 5 Less than full container 5.76

18,000 5.16 .0810

6 Less than full container 5.80

18,000 5.20 .0816

7 Less than full container 5.84

18,000 5.24 .0823

10 Less than full container 5.83

18,000 5.20 .0816

*There is no Zone 8.

Source: I·,a.terview ~l1ith Mr. Larry Lee, official Matson Navigation
Company.



FREIGHT RATES IN LOS ANGELES

Within Los Angeles proper
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Less than 100 pounds

100 - 500

501 - 2,000

2,001 - 4,000

4,001 - 10,000

10,001 - 20,000

Between Cities

PUBLISHED RATES BY COMMON CARRIERS

$1.71 per 100 pounds

1.22

.93

.57

.225

.185

Weight 10 - 15 miles 50 - 60 miles

Less than 100 $1.67 per 100 pounds $1.82 per 100 pounds

100 - 5,000 .61 .73

5,000 - 10,000 .43 .52

10,000 - 20,000 .27 .35

Truck loads
Greater than 20,000 .17 .22

Farm to processor cost .35/100 X 18,000 = $63.00

$63/11,460 = .00549 per dozen

Source: Information provided by Larry Radick, Western Motor Traffic
Bureau, Inc.
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SCHOOL LUNCH SERVICES QUESTIONNAIRE

SCHOOL
~-----------------

Code # _

1. Eggs we;:r~ot served as an entree during the week of January 27, 1969.

2. Cases of eggs were used.

3. TIle menu item featuring eggs was
(Example: Scrronbled Eggs.)

4. Compared with the average daily participation in December, the lunch
count on this day was:

______ Better than average

Average------
Poorer-----

5. The quality of eggs* received was:

Grade A quality------
Slightly lower than Grade A-----

_______ Initial delivery was exchanged due to
low grade

6. At this school, a similar menu featuring eggs would:

Be popular-----
Be acceptable-----

______ Lower participation

DATE CAFETERIA MANAGER

*Grade A eggs have firm yolks that are not easily broken and the whites
do not spread out. A dozen medium eggs will weigh at least 21 ounces.

RETURN TO SCHOOL LUNCH SERVICES WITH JANUARY MONTHLY REPORTS
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EGGS CONSUMED IN HAWAII PUBLIC SCHOOLS

School Eggs Consumed Lunches
(doz/5 wks) prepared

Stevenson 75.0 900

Farrington 124.5 1550

Manoa 51.7 1080

Kauluwela 38.0 325

Waikiki 69.0 600

Maemae 48.0 1025

TOTAL 406.2 5480

406.2
5480

= .074124 or 74.124 dozens/lOOO servings

A school year has eight (8) cycles so,

(74.124 doz/lOOO) X 8 = 592.9 doz/lOOO/year.

And since the State serves approximately 134,000 lunches per day,

79,461 dozens or 2648.7 cases of eggs are consumed in the Hawaii public

schools.
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BARGAINING GROUPS OF THE HAWAII EGG INDUSTRY

GROUP 1

The group is composed of eight local farmers on the island of Oahu

organized formally as the Oahu Egg Producers Cooperative in order to

discuss quantities to market and prices.

Most of the members are medium to large farmers who market their

eggs under their individual brand.

GROUP 2

The group is composed of eight Oahu producers who are under contract

by Carnation Company. Since Carnation Company has control of Alber's

Milling Company, tne producers are under contract to purchase feed

from Alber's and to sell the eggs produced through Eggs Hawaii, the

largest processing plant in the state, built and operated by Carnation

Company. Producers pay for the cost of marketing and the actual price

they receive depends on the wholesale price.

GROUP 3

This group is composed of producers from the islands of Hawaii and

Kauai. Eggs produced on these islands are ronso1idated on the respective

island by cooperatives and marketed through one processor on Oahu. A

few Oahu farmers belong to this group but they make up only about 30

percent of the volume handled.
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GROUP 4

This new group entered the industry in 1964. Although production

was not extremely large, the entrance of this group caused considerable

friction in the industry. Source of finance was Meadow Gold Dairies.

GROUP 5

The remaining ranchers fall under this group. Most of the producers

in this category are independent, unorganized, and relatively small in

size. They have limited access to money and market so they have very

little bargaining power or effect on the industry.
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